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eallowy 4.H Members Show
Up Well InItate Meeting
The boys team demonstration Bread Making Demonstration.
on "Livestock Conservation" giv- Annette Palmer won her trip by
en by. Larry Rhodes and Robert participation in County Rally
Yo.png won the State Boys Team Girls speech contest and won a
Ettionstration in the 4-H Junior blue ribbon at District Rally.
Week held in Lexington. Donna Ruth Grogan won in the
Sandra Bedwell's General county rally on "Dairy Foods"
Demonstration on "Freezing of and won a blue ribbon at the
Sandwiches" won 4th in the district. Janet Like participated
state contest. (Continued on Page Four)
Linda Lawson modeled a tail-
ored suit and was given special
praise by the clothing specialist Hewlett Cooper
and home economic clothing To Head Hazel
teacher of the Uniesersity of p
Iettucky on construction of 'her Parent-Teachers
garment.
Others attending were Larry
Dunn, Jimmie Dunn, Ronald Mc-
Cage. These three won their trip
on their participation on "Judg-
ing of Land Use." Charles Eld-
ridge was District Jr. Boys
speech contest winner. Howard
Steeiey won his participation at
County Rally and other events
throughout the year.
jaw saris wtio attended were
Te,y wba won her trip by




The funeral of Mrs. Gracie
Lee Mather who was killed
Sunday, will be held on Wednes-
day at 2:00 p.m. in the chat sl
of the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Haame. 
_
'Pallbearers will be Hayden
„Ipckson, Hatton Garner, H. L.
Ovie Less Franklin Wells Lk
and . Clyde Hale.
Burial will be in the Elm Benton Postmistress
Grove cemetery.
Mrs. Mather was killed in-
stantly when the automobile in
which she was riding early Sun-
dey morning, left the road, went
off a steep embankment, and
tumbled end over end for 90
ft.
yahlon Ethridge, the driver
oirthe car, was also killed.
New Officers of the Hazel
High School P.T.A. were installed
recently during the last regular
P.T.A. meeting in the high school
auditorium.
Hewlett Cooper, President; Mrs.
Calvin Key. Vice president; Mrs.
Preston Brandon, secretary; and
Mrs. Bob Cook, treasurer; were
installed by, Guy Lovins, prin-
cipal of the Hazel School.
During the business session
the group voted to have all
regular P.T.A. meetings at night
for the following year.
The attendance prize was
awarded the Sixth Grade Room.
The F.F.A. under the direction
of Carmon Parks, program chair-
man for the month, presented
the blowing program:
Group singing, led by Mr.
Parks, Devotional by James Dale
Erwin. Prayer by Gerald Owens.
The F.F.A. chapter presented
the correct forrn of parliamentary
procedure by showing the group
the way a model F.F.A. meeting
should be conducted.
Mrs. Key, in absence of Mrs.
Underwood, president, thanked




Eisenhower t oda y nominated
Mattie L. Riley postmistress of
Benton, Ky., among 185 other
nominations.
The president also nominated
Victor J. Hubers to be postmast-
er of St. Mein e d, Ind.
4eb Stewart One Of Four Of
1906 Representatives Living
Zeb Stewart
In His Early Career
After 100 men meet for any
purpose, there comes a time
when you say nine of them are
still living...a..then eight. ..seven
.T.six...are five.
And now the time has come




Southwest Kentucky - Partly
cloudy through Wednesday, with
widely scattered afternoon thund-
dishowers. High today mid 80s.
Low tonight around 70.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville and Bowling Green
70, Covington 69, Paducah 72,






of the 1906 House of Represen-
tatives, that only four are active.
They are Zeb A. Stewart, Frank-
fort, assistant attorney general,
W. H. Southall, Hopkinsville, an
attorney, S. M Russell, director
of law for the city of Louisville,
and Charles I. Dawson, Louisville,
an attorney.
Mr. Stewart is a native of
Murray. He has been assistant
attorney general since the outset
Of the Clements Administration
in 1947. The rest of his long
career lies in this succession of
office. .
City attorney of Murray, one
term in the House; City Attorney
of Corbin, first in 1907 for two
years and in 1937 for four years;
State revenue agent- in Harlan
County. Chairman of the Harlan
County Draft Board during World
War I, and special circuit Judge
in serious mountain circuits for
four years. He was also corres-
pondent for the Courier-Journal
for 20 years.
And what was it like to serve
in the 1906 Legislature? Stewart
can answer.
"About like it is now," he
says. "It was largely a matter
of back scratching; you knows
'I'll vote for your bill if you
will vote for mine.' "
"I recall that one of the hot
bills in 1906 was a dog law.
Ed Croan, a farmer from Bullit
County, traded around and got
It passed. Nearly every member
who voted for it got beat at
the next election."
MERE
Mrs. Lucille Grogan Jones of
Tampa, Fla., is visiting in Mur-
ray and Callbway County thil
week with relatives and friends.
"Miss Lucille- as everyone knows
her is a native of this ,county
having taught for many, year,
and served as County Schodi
Superintertdent of "Calloway
County for twelve years.
41
•
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., are showiniAreceiving a letter of introduction to
C. R. Whitney, manager of the Sarasota Terrace Club in Sarasota, Florida, from
James C. Williams, publisher of the daily Ledger and Times.
r The popular young couple, who were, married on Sunday, are receiving a two






Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moyer
and family are leaving Murray
about June 25 for Montreal,
Canada. where Mr. Moyer has
been placed in charge of pro-
duction of. the Tappan Stove
Company plant there..
The family moved 16. Murray
about eleven and one-half years
ago and Mr. Moy6r has been
employed at the Murray Manu-
facturing Company during that
period.
The Moyers have three chil-
dren, James Robert, age 17. now
a student at Harvard. Suzanne,
age 14.s and Marilyn, age 10.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Moyer have
been activeLin- church and civic
communities during their stay in
Murray. At the present time Mr.
Moyer is president of the Meth-
odist Men, and an active Lion,
Mrs. Moyer is a member of
the Zeta Department of t h e
Woman's Club And is ,,active in
the First Methodist Church. The
Moyers have .expressed high . re-
gret at leaving their friends in
Murray. but at the same time
they are looking forward to





Sanford F. Burgess of Murray
has received a certificate from
the Free and Accepted Masons
indicating that he has given
fifty years of service to the or-
der.
Mr. Burgess is a member of
the Iron Mountain 544 in Stew-
art County, Tennessee.
!He received the certificate at
ird'call meeting-in' Madisonville,
Kentucky. He is a Third Degree
Mahtin.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis,
Jr. are spending a two weeks
honeymoon at one of the we'll
known Florida resort hotels, fol-
lowing their marriage on Sun-
day.
Mrs. Ellis. the former Miss
Roaene Dowdy. was selected as-
the "Typical June Bride." and
received a two weeks paid honey-
mom n at the Sarasota Tea's-ac
Club. •
am-Banta, located on the West-
ern Florida coast, is famous
as a vacation land, both in the
winter and summt.r months.
They will be able to enjoy
not only the facilities at the
hofel, which has nine air con-
ditioned floors, a private swim-
ming pool and shuffle board
court, but.. they can visit the
keys just off shore which are
connected by causeways.
Principal beach in Sarasota is
the Lido Beach, which is made
of sand which is sparkling white.
It is also a mecca for shell
hunters and some of the most
beautiful shells ever found have
been washed ashore or dug up
in the area.
In the sectior in today's issue
of the Ledger and Tittles, the
"Typical June Bride" is pictured
throughout the section, making
her selection for the many items
in the average American home.
You may follow her as sh*
goes from store to store in
Murray. picking first her wedding
ring, then all of the things
necessary to make a happy and
comfortable home.
A. L. Burkeen Is
Attending School
Of Banking
BATON ROUGE, La. - A. 'L.
Burkeen, Assistant Cashier, at
Peoples Bank. Murray, • Ky. is
currently attending the School
of Banking of the Seipp here
on the Louisiana State irrAversity
campus for a two-week period.
This graduate banking, school
began on June 2ndi and will
be climaxed by graduation exer-
cises on Friday. June 14th.
,A. L. is one of the 353 southern
bank executives .from 17 states
who are attending every day
classes for what is in effect a
post-graduate study of banking
problems.
The School is sponsored by
bankers associations of nine
southern states in cooperation
with "L. S. U. It offers a two-
weeks course, once a year, over
a period of three years, with
top-flight instructors in banking
and related fields. Between ses-
sions these bankers continue study
through extension problems..
Over 90 expert instructors come
from sill over the nation to
lecture in this School 'of Bank-
'ins.
Following, successful completion
of their courses, banker-students
are awarded diplomas. This year
99 bankers representing 14 south-







tors of the Park League
today that that net.
anizationai mecing for the Mur.I
ray Park I.ea goe will be hed
at the City Park Thursday after-
noon at 5:00 p.m.
All boys between the ages of
eight and twelve who wish to
participate in the Park League
should be at the City Park at
the Little Legue Diamond at
5:00 p.m. Teams will be assigned
and managers will be present to








Mrs. Jean Weeks left Sunday,
June 9th by plane for Hollywood
Call, to enter Comer-Doran
School of Beauty 'Culture for
advanced training in hair styl-
ing. She will also take an in-
structors course for advanced
Beauticians after which she will
take the State Board examina-
tions for operator and teacher's
certificate in California.
Mrs. Weeks will be in school
for abput six months and will
be home about 'December 15.
After returning to Murray she
will then go to Frankfort .to
take the State Board for Teach-




Mrs Barletta A. Wrather,
home agent, will attend t h e
Equipment Work Shop at the






NEW YORK, June 11 ar -
Evangeligt Billy Graham warned
Monday night that man may
stand now on the threshold of
Judgment Day and that God may
choose the hydrogen bomb as
the instrument of global destruc-
tion predicted in the Bible.
• -God never sends down a
judgement without warning,
whether it be to nations, to cities,
or individuals," Graham said.
"This New York Crusade may
be held, now, in June, in 1957,
as part of God's warning to peo-
ple all over the world to repent
their sins while they still can.
"We may be seeing a period
„Montinued on Page Four)' -
DAV Prepares Flag.
Day Questionaire
Eitor's Note: On the occasion
of Flag Day, the Murray Chapter
50 rif -the Disabled American
Veterans has prepared a timely
quiz on the American Flag. Test
your knowledge of Old Glory
and see how many of the follow-
ing questions you can answer.
Then turn to Page 2 for the DAV
answers. If you knova 7 out of
10 you are well informed.
I. Is it proper to display the
American flag at night?
2. How many red stripes and
how many while ones are in the
flag?
3. May two United States flags
be displayed with their staffs
crossed?
4. When a flag is displayed
from a staff on a speaker's plat-
form, is it placed on the left or
right hand side of the audience?
S. May the Flag be draped
uggr the hoods top, sides or pact
et a alator car, railroad train, or
boat?
6. What is the preferred meth-
od of destroying a Flag which
is no longer in fit condition for
display'
7. What is the proper term for
the blue field of stars in the
Flag?
8. May the Flag ever be car-
ried horizontally?
9. When Flags of two or more
nations are displayed, is the
U.S. Flag flown above those of
other nations?
10. May the Flag ever be dip-
ped?
TO ATTEND CEREMONY
Mr and Mrs. Hershel Corn
are leaving Friday, June 14th
for Champaign, Ill., to attend
the graduation of their daughter
Mrs. Bill Cooper, who will re-
ceive her Master of Science
Degree of Home Economics at
the University of Illinois on
Saturday, June 15th.
Accompanying Mr. and Mrs.
Corn- for the occasion will be
Mrs. A. B. Austin and Mrs.
fid Cooper of Cairo. Ill., moth-
r-in-law of Mrs. Cooper.
Money Approved For Murray
Schools; Building To Begin
Senators Thurston B. Murton
and John Sherman Cooper noti-
fied the daily Ledger and Times
today that the office of Educa-
tion of the Depaeftment of Health,
Education. and Welfare has- ap-
proved the application for the
Murray City School District for
financial assistance for fiscal
year of 1957
The amount to be granted is
$2,885793 with $2.308 certified
for immediate payment.
The school district receives this
financial assistance from the
government because of the load
on the local school system of
federal projects in the area.
When federal projects .are be-
ing carried on, the children of
the workers on these projects
attend the schools close to the
work, thus causing an increased
load on those schools.
The load on the local school
system has decreased rapidly
since the time of the construc-
tion of the dam and more re-
cently, since the construction of
Occupational
Licenses On Sale
Occupational licenses for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1958
are on sale at the County Court
Clerk's office, that office said
today.
This includes restaurant per-
mits and such concessions as ice
cream, tobacco, and soda pop.
Licenses not purchased before
June 30 will carry a 20 perEent
penalty. The clerk's office ad-
vises businessmen etc. to pur-
chase the permits now. avoiding
a last minute rush and possible
penalty.
Callo-way Shows
Up Well In Pupil
Transportation
John L. Vickers, director of
pupil transportation of the De-
partment of Education, issued the
following information In regards
to school bus transportation. In
his report Mr. Vickers list the
cost of transportation for the
West Kentucky counties, also the
per tent" ef the students that
were transportedsiand the annual
cost per pupil for transportation.
It will be noted in Mr. Vickers
report that Calloway County has




County Cost % Pupil
Ballard $53,325.18 59.42 $52.90
Caldwell $45,32i05 51 72 $30.94
Calloway' $51.294.05 105.46 $23.11
Christian $90,752 84 70 99 $31.91
Fulton $26.604.64 37.63 $34.11
Graves 11149,818.04 26.70 $40.83
*Some districts exceeds 100%
of their enrollment as a result
of transporting pupils to private
and parochial schools, and to
other public schools in another
district.
the atomic plant project at Pa-
ducah.
W. Z. Carter, Supeiintendent
of City Schools, said today that
this money will be used as pay-
mtnt on initial construction of
the new manual arts and music
building on South Ninth Street.
The school has received pay-
ments from the government ,4.
the past several years, ever since
the public law was initiated,





United Press Staff Correspondent
ABOARD SPANISH SCHOON-
ER DE ELCANO t - A bunch
of TV hillbillies wowed the pride
of the Spanish navy.
The 400 officers and men
aboard the Spanish four-master
sailing Ship Juan Sebastian de
Eleano may never be the same.
They sailed into Hampton Roads
today to prepare for the Inter-
national Naval Review whistling
a little dity named "Cacklin'
Hen."
The CBS Jimmy Dean Show
climbed aboard the big schooner
Monday night waving fiddles and
gee-tars. Before they left, they
had the sons of old Seville
join in on a chorus sif "Y'all
CoMe."
Then Dean sang "Anytime"
from half s um the rigging.
,rne ship, I want
you us ie shouted and
the sailors cheered_
French. English and American
sailors crowded the deck with
the Spaniards and lined ths
rat'. of neighboring waaships ta
•.•-fa1•. aSt bit •,,,• Arrte,frais cuttura.
Dean shouted "grah - cies; grah •
etas" and called Jan Crockett,
the former Miss Florida She
did the hula and didn't need
an interpreter.
"The hands tell it.' a Spanish
(Continued on Page Four)
County Roads
Are Hard Hit
County roads were described
as "hard hit" by John Ramsey,
county road commissioner, after
observing damage caused by
Sunday's heavy rainfall.
Ramsey revealed -that several
small bridges and cujverts were
washed out near the Swann
community, where residents re-
ported five inches of rain fell
within an hour and one-half.
"The average rain fall was.
from 3 to 5 inches," he added.
Cars were reported lined up
bumper to bumper on the Lynn
Grove Highway and wash out
damage was found west of Kirk-
sey.
GI Enticed Japanese Woman Closer To Guarded
Area, Official Says, Before Firing Last Shell
By LEE NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON. June 11 RP -
A high defense official exploded
a bombshell in the Girard case
today by disclosing government
evidence that GI William S.
Girard "enticed" a Japanese
woman closer toward a guarded
area before killing her.
, Robert Dechert, Defense De-
partment general counsel, said in
Coral Gables, Fla., that testi-
mony of all Japanese witnesses
plus that of Glrard's "American
soldier-companion" made it ap-
pear the 21-year-old specialist
3-C "enticed" Japanese civilians
prior to his deadly act.
Girard had been ordered to
guard a machine gun emplace-
ment on a firing range in Japan
where Japanese were accurstom-
ed to pick up fited shells to sell
as scrap. The defense tithe's,
said the evidence showed Girard
enticed the Japanese closer to
the guarded area "by throwing
them expended shell casings,"
then fired a shot that killed
Mrs. Naka Sakai,
Departure From' Duty
"No one says he deliberately
killed the woman," Decherl said.
But he added the Ottawa, III.,
soldier's action was "such a com-
plete departure from his duty...
that he could not have been
considered on duty."
Japan, to whose jurisdiction
the United States has surrender-
ed Girard, has made the claim
he enticed the Japanese shell
gatherers. But heretofoie it h i s
country has said only that Girard
denied the charge.
Dechert's surprise statement
amounted to a bombshell in the
case. Previously Defense Depart-
ment spokesmen he indicated
they would not r I evidence
against•Girard for fear of pre-
judicing big case in the Japa-
nese courts.
U.S. attorney Oliver Gasch,
who will argue the government's
return to this country before
Federal Joseph McGarraghy to-
day, told the United Press:
"I didn't know Mr. Dechert
was going to say that."
Uses Biting Words
Earl J. Carroll of Now York,
Girard's chief American counsel,
denounced Dechert's statement in
the most biting terms.
He called it "one of the Liwest
possible blows," a °'dastardly
charge" that would damage the
prestige of the United States in
the eyes of the world.
Noting Garard's commanding
general certified the GI was on
duty status when he ;hot Mrs.
Sakai, Carroll Sold the 413 nited
Press "somebody is lying."
He said if the government has
the information it claims about
"enticement" and still turns Gir-
ard over to Japan "they're real-
ly throwing him to tthe wolves."
He said the Japanese do not
allow cross - examination and
witnesses to the charge "could
be lying."
Carroll said Dechert's disclos-
ure raises a, "question of fact"
and makes ht imperative Mc-
Garraghy return the embattled
Gil* this country to testify and
croexamine witnesses.
ON FLORIDA VACATION
Mr and Mrs. George Hart
and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landault
left on Sunday for a two weeks
vacation.
They expect to visit-several
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ANOTHER PHONY
•
T e current issue of Editor and Publisher carries 
a 
pointed editorial regarding efforts by Senator Estes
kefauver to refuse private power companies the right to
deduct advertising costs from income tax returns when
said advertising is used to publish lies about TVA, and
other public power projects.
Of course the leading trade publication considers
Senator Ketauver's "suggestion" as a phony, and we be-
lieve every publisher in the nation will, too, regardless
of how he feels about the faise statements appearing in
private power company advertising.
Mr. Gordon Clapp, former chairman of TVA, said
some ten years ago the agency would ultimately be de-
stroyed if some system couldn't be worked out so that
TVA could advertise its advantages to the public.
• The new law prohibits tbe use of TVA funds for this 
npurpose, but the agency does the •ext best thing in nisei-
ing an advertising allowance to all of its customers,'mu-
mcipal electric boards, rural co-ops, and the but
very little of this money is ever used for ertising in
newspapers, or otherwise, as officials o hese boards
appr.rently feel it is a waste of mony to advertise a
monopoly that folks have to buy anyAray.
In a few places like Murray /Where natural gas is
making inroads on the utility evenue the boards are
using 'some of the funds av liable to advertise, which





but hitting at t





o e feel about false statements
wer companies in their advertising,
evil through the internal revenue serv-
g approach.
iak..> man's way of doing things, although it,
umiLicu I ous come into general practice in re-
ars and is ueing used to jail criminals who ca
onvicted for muiuer, robbery, rape, or any other
mous crime, but Who can be handled for cheating on
income tax.
If present lawsdo not enable the justice department
to prosecute power companies, cereal manufacturers, or
shoemakers from telling lies in the advertising additional
,legislation is needed'and will be supported by hewspaper
organizations e‘ery where.
Publishers are tired of politicians who owe their jobs
to favorable publicity spending so much time planning
ways and means to reduce their chief source of revenue,
which is advertising.
Senator Kefauver will find the newspaper and maga-
zine publishing industry will back him in any move de-
signed to eliminate untruthful statements in advertising,
but .they know if private power companies can be punith-
ed for advertising others Can, too.
Editor and Publisher says Senator Kefauver estimates
public opinion has been changed at least 12'; against
TVA because of false advertising by private power com-
panies. This should be stopped by all means.
At the same time* the Senator inadVertenity paid the
most glowing tribute, to the power of the printed page,
and he would perform a real public service if he could
secure authority for TVA to spend at least one of its fifty
million dollars a year net profit in newspaper advertis-
ing. 01.
If private power companies can influence public opin-
ion through constant printing of what we have branded
as the "big lie", how much more could publ. Opinion be
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BRAVES QUESTION MARK
DelanyPtOvedIo 
Qrtiz Sports lay• Strong Against Rivals, But
Be Top Winner
By UNITED PRESS
Ron Delany proved again dur-
ing the week end that he is
one of U. S. track's most con-
sistent winners since Harrison
Dillard reeled off 82 straight
hurdles tnumphs in the sate
1940s.
Dillard camiOup from f!ald-
fin-Wallace College to become
one of America's top Olympic
and national champions. Deiany,
a tlack-haired, cuunty-stnenrig
Irish lad who runs for Villanova,
leaves his rivals in the "stretch







ten in three win-
r _racing in this
on the mile in 4:4)5.4
the meet of champions
day night at Houston, Tex.
uncorked a 56.3 second final
quarter to beat Gad. Hodgson
of Oklahoma by about five yards.
Only 45 minutes later, the 22-
year old Dublin runner took
on Tom Courtney in ale hail-
mile.
Sets World Mark
Courtney, former Fordharn star
who won the 1956 Olympic 800-
meter race, set a world mark
of 1:46.8 in the half-mile May
25 at Los Angeles.
He ran the first lap in 53
seconds Saturday night while set-
ting the pace. Then Delany, who
had been pattering along oelund
in his usual fashion, let out a
notch in his choppy stride and
surged ahead to beat Courtney
• a- yard. The time of 1:48.4
bettered the meet mark of 1:50.9
Flag Day Answers
1. Yes. The War department
says it sees noobjection to fly-
ing the Flag at night on civilian
property, provided it is' not so
./Viwn for advertising purposes.
2. There are seven red sliffnes
and six white ones in the Flag.
3. No two U.S. flags- must
never be crossed, as this would
make one of them point to the
"sinister," or dishonorable di-
rection.
4. When a Flag is displayed
from a staff on a speaker's plat-
form, it is placed at the right
of tie speaker, the position of
honor, which would be at the left
of the audience facing 't.
5. No, The Flag may rover
be draped over the hood, top,
sides or back of, a motor car,
railroad train, or beret.
6._ The Flag.. when in such
condition that it as no longer
fit for display, must be destroydd
in a dignified way, and burning
is considered the most suitable
method.
-- 7. The blue field of slap in
the Flag is called the Unio .
8. No. The Flag should _al-
ways be carried aloft and free.
9. No. Ihtemational usage for-
•••
bids the display of the flag
of one nation over that of an-
other in time of peace.
10. The Flag may never be
dipsd to any person or thing.
The only time it is ever dipped
is soJse,n, on the high sesta, a
United States ship meets a ship
of another nation.
ABSORBING GAME
ALEXANDRIA, La. 4? - Fire
Chief Ralph Neff today said
that when his men cut through
the wall of a blazing night club
with axes they broke through
within a foot of two men play-
ing dominoes. The men never
even looked up. Neff said.
•
DOG GETS DIPLOMA
MUDDY. Ill. - Chips re-
ceived l-his diploma from the
Murrilst,Elementary School. "He's
been coming to school for six
years and he didn't cause a bit
of trouble." school principal Ben
Brinkley said. Chips, a shepherd
dog, is the pet of two ether







set last year by Arnie Sinveji
of Pittsburgh.
Mery Lincoln, the Aostralian
who has a 3:59 (idle to his
credit, won that event in 4:04.4
during the California AAU meet
Saturday nigh'( at Bakersfield.
Laszlo Th6ri of Hungary was
second yards behind Lin-
coln,'
Don Bowden, the University
of California junior who last
week became the first Yank
to better four minutes (3:58.7)
in the mile, ran in the half-mile
at this meet and won in 1:49.2
after taking the lead from Sowell
midway in hte race. *Sowell
finished second.
Sets American Record
Elpas Gilbert of Winstem-Salem
Teachers set an American record
of 22.8 seconds for the 220-yard
low hurdles - event around a
curve in the National Association
of Intercollegiate AO:Oldies meet
Saturday night at San Diego,
Calif. Gilbert was named the
meet's outstanding performer aft-
er clipping six-tenths of a second
off the American mark set by
Dillard in 1946.
Bobby Morrow, the Abilene
Christian star who won both
American League -
W L Pct. GB
Cincinnati 31 20 .608
Philadelphia 28 19 596 1
Brooklyn 28 20 .583 1 VI
Milwaukee 28 20 .583
St. Louis 26 21 .553 3
New York 20 31 392 11
Pittsburgh 17 32 347 13
Chicago 14 29 .326 13
Yesterday's Results
Milwaukee 3 Brooklyn 1. night
Pittsburgh 5 Cincinnati 2, night
(Only games scheduled).
Today's Games
Milwaukee at Brooklyn, night
Chicago at New York, night
St. Louis at Philadelphia, night
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, night
Tomorrow's Games
Chicago at New York
Milwaukee at Brooklyn, night
Si. Louis at Philadelphia. night
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, night
24 Win Streak
CHICAGO 11P1 -Puerto can
a' hwtiwnesigtrhetakCaorflo2s4 Orttpc(ay
Pox
was the first to Admit trit- thing
but the ea Againstea Teams
he needs mosytiow is More ex- ,
perienfele;7-'
"I on't plan to fight again
September," he said, "Out
figure on maybe five, six more,
bouts before I start calling for
a crack at the title."
Ortiz, only 20, won a unani-
mous 10-round decision over
Parisian Felix Chlocca in a na-
tionally-televised bout at the
Chicago Stadium recently.
Ortiz skid he found Chlocca,
who has won 27 of his 34 bouts,
"an easy boy to hit." Ortiz ex-
plained that he didn't try for a
knockout because he "waisted the
experience of going 10 rounds
with Chiocca."
Judge Frank McAdams scored
heaviest for Ortiz, giving him a
48-43 margin in accordance with
the Illionis five-point "must"
system. Judge Howard Walsh
had it 48-44 and referee Bill
Doty called it 47-43. The United
Press called it 48-45, Ortiz, giv-
ing the Puerto Ricans five rounds ,
and calling three others even.
1956 Olympic, dashes, won the
100-yard dash in 9.5 seconds
and the 220-yard daft in 21.3
seednds at San Diego. Lee Cal-
houn of North Carolina College
clocked 13.6 'seconds to 'beat
Gilbert in the, 120-yard high
hurdles.
Fdlittiet Back On The
Way To Big Title Bout
CHICAGO EP - Ex-middle-
weikht champion Gene Fullmer
was back on the comeback trail
National League
W L Pct. CB
Chicago 32 15 681
New York / 28 21 .571 5
Detroit F: 27 24 .529 7
Cleveland 25 23 .521 7 1-r
Boston 28 25 .510 8
Baltimore 22 27 .449 11
Kansas City 21 29 .420 121S
Washington 18 35 .340 17
Yesterday's Results
Benton 11 Kansas City 4
Detroit 9 New 'York 4
• (Only games scheduled).
Today's Games
New York at Chicago, night
Washington at Kansas City. night
Baltimore at 'Detroit, night




NEW YORK - St. Nicholas
Arena - Alex Miteff, 2033s.
Argentina, outpointed Willi Bes-
manoff, 1901e. Germany (10).
Baltimore at Detroit
N - York at Chicago, night ,aN
W ington at Kansas City, night
Bost n at CleVeland, night i
/
• - 'NNW-
NEW ORLEANS - Willie
Vaughn 160, Los Angeles, out-
pointed Al (Tifter) Williams, 155,
New Orleans (10).
PROVIDENCE, R. I. - Harold
Gomes, Providence, vs Jimmy
de Mura, Syracuse, N. Y., can-
celled.
JOHANNESBURG -Mike Holt,
164, South Africa, outpointed




KANSAS CITY, Mo. Ul -
Virgil Trucks. Kansas City Ath-
letics' nght hander, has been
fined an undisclosed sum and
suspended five days by President
Will Harrldge of the American
League for arguing with umpire
Larry Napp during Thursday
night's game with the Baltimore
Oro des.
-ammilk
today with a victory over Tiger
Jones.
"Sure, Jones had me in a
corner almost all through Friday
night's fight," Fullmer said. "But
that's the way I had it figured:
I wanted him to corner me.
He just fell right into place."
Jones' manager, Bob Melnik,
said he was ,"disgusted" With
the decision.
Jones, 29, from Yonkers. N. Y.,
said he kept yelling at Fullmer
to "comeron and fight."
"How are you going to fight
a guy who's running?" Jones
asked. "If Fullmer had run back-
wards, any faster I never would
have caught him."
Fullmer, 25, didn't go , into
the matter, but merely said he
'changed styles to meet Jones."
Signs With Padres
Ellis kinder
By FRED DOWN --
United Press Sports Writer
The Milwaukee Braves are the
Ries' No. 1 enigma this year
because they're, playing like al-
sorans against the week teams
but look Like champions .aganist
their chief National League riv-
als.
The Braves again rose to the
challenge of_ a top eontender
Monday night when Bob Buhl's
four-hit pitching and lid Math-
ews two-run homer gave them a
3-1 victory over the Brooklyn
Dodgers. The win put the. Braves
into a third-place tie* with the
Dodgers and moved them within
a game and a hall of the first-
place Cincinnati Redlegs, o
lust to the Pittsburgh Pirates,
5-2.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. rin - Ellis
Kinder, veteran 42-year old right
hander turned loose by the Chi-
cago White Sox last month, sign-
ed with the San Diego Padres
of the Pacific Coast League to-
day and will report to them
this week end.
Twelve years ago. over a half-
million sailors, Marines a n d
soldiers began the invasion of
Okinawa, under an air-umbrella
of 500 Navy carritr-hd-d planes.
Now s the time to buyl -'even though you
plan to paint lager. 6 s.4.e of first quality products
only! On Kurfees Everkleen House
Paint. you save per gallon.
STARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING !S NO PROBLEM-
12th & Popi,r Phone 1142
Tigers Take Yanks
The Detroit Tigers walloped
the New York Yankees, 9-4, for
their sixth victory in eight meet-
ings with the world champions
and the Boston Red Sox clubbed
the Kansas City„As, 11-4, in the
only other big league activity.
Buhl, who beat the Dodgers
eight times last season, did at for
the second time this year al-
though six walks kept him. in
frequent trouble. The big right
hander struck out five for his
fifth victory of the year.
Mathews, who hit only .218
against Brooklyn last season, put
:he Braves ahead with' his third-
inning homer and singles by Bill
Bruton, Johnny Logan and Hank
Aaron produced their other run
in the eighth. Dun Newcombe
suffered the defeat and n o w
stands 4-6 for the year. Gil
Hodges had three of the Dodgers'
four hits and raised his league-
leading average to .371.
End Lois String
The Pirates ended a string of
15 straight losses to Cincinnati
•
dating back to last July 22 when
Vern Law turned in a four-hit-
ter. Law yielded a single to lead-
off man Johnny Temple and
Wally Post followed with a hom-
er to give the Redlegs a quick
2-0 bulge, but he was tagged for
only twojarnore hits the rest of
the way. Bill Virdon knocked
in three runs with a single and a
double to lead' the Pirates' 10-
hit attack.
Charley Maxwell smashed his
ninth and 10th homers and drove
in five runs to pace Detroit's 10-
hit attack on three Yankee pitch-
ers. Al Kaline and Harvey Kuerie
also humered for the Tigers
while Mickey Mantle hit No. 15
and Hank Bauer homered for
New York. Frank Lary got credit
Jackie Robinson
Receives Degree
WASHINGTON Af1 - Jackie
Robinson. baseball player turned
businessman, became Dr. John
Roosevelt Robinson of the aca-
demic world Friday night.
Robinson, who won fame in
a Brooklyn Dodger uniform, don-
ned a cap and gown to receive
an honorary doctor of laws de-
gree front Howard University.
for the victory, although h,
needed help from Al Aber inlet
eighth. Bob Turley suffered th,
loss.
Dick Gernert's two homers and
a double drove in six runs for
the Red Sox, who have scored
28 runs in three straight vic-
tories. Willard Nixon scattered
10 hits, including Hal Smith',
eighth home run, to win his
fourth game while Alex Ke
suffered his fourth loss.
Pacific Leagu
Views Damages
SAN FRANCISCO (IP - The
Pacific Coast League, doomed in
the eyes of its own presidenkof
the Giants and Dodgers transfer
to California, meets this Sunday
to decide how much it should
receive in damages as the result
of such a shift.
PCL President Leslie O'Con-
nor announced t h e session
Thursday in a prepared state-
ment in which he declared, "In
my opinion, a taking of Los
Angeles and San Francisco ter-
rjtory from the PCL inevitgbly





Great new scientific discovery
boosts power of newest engines .
( old ones, too!)
I The Smoothest Power
you con buy
Boron registered in U: S. Potent Office
Not' the power of borenl-the chemical used in experi-
mental missile fuels-has been harnessed for your car.
D-X Boron Motor Fuel, proved by millions of miles of
driving', is here. This great discovery has been made
possible by D-X Sunray'S expanded research facilities
and 10-million-dollar investment in refining entlipment.
D-X Boron is an entirely new motor fuel. It liberates
more power per gallon in your engine-new or old!
It gires you smoothest power! Thrilling acceleration!
Marvelous road performance!
Push your foot to the floorboard without fear of knock.
D-X Boron has the highest octane in our -history. Get
it at your D-X Dealer's now!
D- X.still gives you the famous plus-D1 upper-cylinder lubrication!
America's fastest growing oil company
D-X SUNRAY OIL COMPANY (Subsidiary)
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BRITISH SET OFF H-BOMB IN THE CENTRAL PAaFter
r.
HERE ARE TWO IflEWS of the iBr4tish hydrogen
bomb explosion test made on Christmas Island in
the Central Pacific on May 15. At left, the nuclear
a ship at a stage when theblast as seen from








is still well clear of
the nuclear bomb b
•
developed. It shows that the
In the air and that the column
the sea. At right is a view of
last, taken from an aircraft.
University of Illinois has came
up with a new milk-recording
service that costs only a nickel
a cow a month.
The new method is almost







Most everyone I know likes to
keep in touch with out - of -
town family and friends. A-
bout the nicest. quickest, eas-
iest way is by Long Distance.
That's why I thought you'd
like to know about the smart
'way to call long Distance and
save as much as one-half on
your calls..
BARGAIN RATES: There are two kinds of calls you can
make — Person-to-Person and Station-to-Station. Most
• folks find a Station-to-Station call will serve their purpose
most of the time. And the cost is much cheaper. In fact
with bargain -rates now in effect you often save as mush
as one-half.
BARGAIN HOURS:--You get double savings when you
call Station-to-Station nights after 6 and all day Sunday.
And, on such calls between places in Kentucky, you get
to talk twice as long at half the Peon-to-Person rate.
Some savings, isn't it? For instance, you can talk from
Murray to Bowling Green Station-to-Station for 4 minutes
nights after 6 or on Sunday, or' 2 minutes daytime, for
onlY-65c. The same call Person-to-Person would cost
$1.30 for 2 minutes. Another good example is: a Person-
to-Person 2 minute call from Murray to Owensboro costs
$1.30. Station-to-Station would cost only half that, and if
made after 6 or on Sunday, you could talk twice as long
(4 minutes) for the same 65c. Rates for additional minu-
tes are even—TOwer.-Taxes,are extra.
HOW TO CALL STATION-TO-STATIRN: It's so easy.
Just give the operator the name of the city you're calling,
and the telephone number there if you know it. In a mat-
ter of magical seconds you're laughing and talking to
Aunt Mamie or "good ole Bill:" Now if you don't know
the out-of-town number, you can still call station-to-sta-
tion. Just give the operator the address and the name
fad the telephone is listed under. She'll look-up the number
and put. the call through. Of course it takes a tittle longer
when you don't know the number.
So call Long Distance often. It's eaSy, it's fun, and it's
cheap, especially when you take advantage of special'
bargain rates nights after 6 and all day Sunday. You'll
be surprised how much happiness you bring to others —
how much pleasure you get Yourself. Wonder how soon
you'll make your first call, and who's the lucky person
• who'll get it?
Standard Dairy Herd Impr4v4-
-
merit Association Program and
five times less expensive than.
the owner-sampler plan.
The U. S. Department of Agri-
culture has adopted the univer-
sity's idea, called the Weight-a-
Day-a-Month.
"Every dairyman whoset-Pnerd
is not now enrolled in a record-
keeping plan should consider us-
ing this new method," said J. G.
Cash, University dairy extension
specialist. "With a minimum of
record keeping, it provides the
information needed for higher
profits and greater eficiency."
Cash explained that produc-
tion records are invaluable to
dairymen in managing and im-
proving a dairy herd. Darymen
can cull low-producing and un-
profitable cows from the herd
with the use of such records—
and also can feed each cow
they kep according to her pro-
duction.
The Illinois plan basirally dells
for cooperating herd owners to
fill out mounthly milk produc-
tion sheets and mail them to the
county extension office, whert
they are calculated an dreturned
to the herd owner.
An annual summary of each
herd also is included in the
service.
•
P.S.: If you don't have a handy Blue Book for lotting down tele-
phone numbers you call frequently, call our Business Office right
away and we'll send you one,. And remember, your out-of•town
Tails go through twice matfett when you call by number.
•
LIVESTOCK REPORT
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK.
YARDS tift — Livestock:
Hogs 16,500. low; barrows and
gilts 180 lbs up mostly 25 cents
lower, lighter weights steady to
25 cents higher; sows weak to
spots 50 cents lower; bulk U. S.
No. 1 to 3 180 to 240 lbs mixed
weight and grade 19.75 to 2025:. 
top 20.75; sows 1 to 3 400 lbs
down 16.50 to 17.50.
Cattle 7,500. Calves 800. Steady;
good and choice steers 21 to 23;
high choice yearling steers 24.50;
good and choice heifers and mix-
ed yearlings 20.50 to 22.50; few
23; cows active and strong; utility
and commercial 14 to 16; bulls
unchanged; utility and commer-
cial 15 to 17; vealers and calves
active add steady; choice vealers
21 to 24; prime 25; good and
choice 30 Oto 500 lb slaughter
calves 19 to 22.
Sheep 2,000. Not fully estab-
lished; good and choice native
spring lambs about steady at
20.50 to 22. cull to choice shorii




ideal for the student in the family.
Makes homework more attractive
th. it as a typowrifilr table. Mandy
Its the knctisin. Center drawer for sup-
plies and shelf for books. Typewriter
desk height, 39" w. a 17" d. Heavy
steel, green or gray.
OFFICE SUPPLY
DEPARTMENT
TV Executive Evaluates The




NEW YORK CITY —The im-
partial New York television ex-
ecutive was asked to give a cold,
professional -evaleatien, Of -Hilly
Graham's first coast - tcr - coast
program from Madison Square
Garden.
"I noticed /J.-few things, such
as. camera angles, that could have
been improved upon," he said.
"There should have been more
side shots of Graham from .the
balcony cameras in order to
show his mannerisms. The most
glaring mistake, however, in my
opinion, was turning the floor
camera directly into the faces
of people, walking forward to
make decisions. These views
should have been long with a
camera at the rear. As I under-
stand religion, such a decision is
something personal betvieen a
man and God — not a closeun
parade before the entire nation."
He paused for a moment, rath-
er sheepishly, before contiauing:
"In spite of the fact that I was
asked to look for defects in pre-
sentation, I must confess that I
must have missed others. You
see, I got so caught up in the
power of the message that I
forgot to. look. I was on cloud
five mast of the time."
The prayer of Billy Graham at
the start of tht telecast had been
that the viewers would forget




United Press White House Writer
WASHINGTON 55 — Back-
stairs at the White House:
A well-known broadcaster pro-
oked some hearty laughs with
God, a bit of_ancient Scot law he
Reports poured in Vir. o m unearthed and showed around
throughout the nation to support the White House.
-the unintentional -testimony -Str tiffe -President 'Eisenhower
the television executive. A lady
in North Carolina said two per-
sons had called her after the
eprogrid similar happenings
f .to accept Christ. Un-
num
were evealed in scores of tele-
grams and letters to Graham.
The evangelist, sitting in his
dressing room immediately after
the service, felt that he had
failed God in the presentation of
the message.
"I didn't have liberty in the
choice and use of words," he
said.
He had spc:.i most of the day
alone in his room, praying and
-studying. Late-in the afternoon
he switched from his prepared
text and decided to speak on the
most vrel•iknown 'I Nvr the
Bible — John 3:16 "For God so
loved the world, that He gave
His only begotten Son, t ha t
whosoever believeth in Him
should-" not perish, but have
everlasting life."
Graham was not concerned
with impressing the nation on
the historic occasion of the first
national telecast of a religious
Service. He swallowed pride in
was at the Burning Tree Golf
Course one recent afternoon, John
Edwards of the American Brqsd-
casting Company strolled into
the White House lobby and dis-
played a 1609 edition of "Regiam
Majestatem, the auld lawes and
constitutions of Scotland" by Sir
John Skeene.
In the ancient law book was
an effort to make it so simple
that even children couk under-
stand.
A famed television person-
ality, who is leaving the field for
a while because of rating dif-
ficulties, told Graham in a con-
versation before the telecast he
would be successful because he
had the best writers who ever
lived.
"My writers can't keep me on
top," said the noted performer.
"but yours have written words
that will attract people always."
Graham, whose favorite words
are "The Bible says," nodded
his head in complete agreement.
Without Matthew, Mark, Luke
,and John he would have little
to tell thb, millions of listeners.
this admonition .for the Scots
who after all, invented the game
of"No  man should play at the
golte, ,nor at the futball under
the paine of fifty shillings be-
cause they are esteemed to be
unprofitable sports for thelcom-
mon *gude of the realMtr, 'and
defence thereof."
Observed one White House staff
member, "Sir John Skeene lived
too soon. He would have made
a fine staff member for the
Democratic Digest."
Commenting on last, Monday's
cold chicken and potato salad
oart at Capirttol Hill for the
President and 200 Republican
House members, a sage political
observer said, "The way to a
man's vote is through his stom-
ach."
Eisenhower obviously'
similarly. He plans to ave all
GOP members of the House
and Senate to a series tif early
morning White House bu if et
breakfasts, beginning next week.
• al
PAGE THREPk 
Persons unfamiliar with the
ways of Washington might be
somewhat surprised that a Pres--
Went would attempt to spread
political , joy and gospel at 8
o'clock in the morning when
triply people are grumpy and
out-of-sorts. Certainly such tactics
wOuld never be attempted on
a large, important scale in most
other major American cities.
Washington, however, is pe-
culiar in that the biggest men
in town, including the President,
the cabinet and many prominent
members of Congress, go to
work early. Eight o'clock in the
notion's capital is working, and
not getting up time.
As a consequence, smart Wash-
ington lrostesses end their even-
ing parties no later than 10:30
or 11 o'clock.
In 1861, the USS Harriet Lane
in Charleston, S. C., fired on
Confederate forces, the first shot






e big things you
want cost less in
a Mercury Monterey!
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $81 MORE to get a 4-barrel
carburetor as standard equipment in any competitive
car. And Mercury's Thermo-Matic Carburetor is the only
one that controls temperature of air engine breathes.
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $130 MORE to match the
Mercury Monterey's brake size in any other car. The
Monterey aittally has bigger brakes than most of the
highest priced cars_212 square inches!
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $150 MORE to match Mercury's
standard 255 horsepower in any -"competitive car. And
the Monterey's power options offer you either 290
horsepower or a blazing 335 horsepower!
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $200 MORE to get any other
car with real dual headlamps. No other car at Monterey's
price even offers duals. You can get Quadri-Beam head-
lamps on all 19 Mercury models.
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $500 MORE to match the
Monterey's standard compression in any competitive
car. Its compression ratio of 9.75 to 1 is close to the
highest you can get in avicar.
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $1,000 MORE to match the
Monterey's hip room and rear seat leg room. Mercury
has the biggest size increase in the industry— bigger in
every important dimension!
YOU HAVE TO PAY OVER $2,000 MORE to match
Mercury's width in any other car. You can match it only
in America's three costliest cars!
No.
And no other car at any price offers you Mercury's
exclusive Floating Ride, or its Dream-Car Design_
styling shared with no other car! Stop in today. Let us
show you all the reasons why the Mercury Monterey is
the easiest big car to drive, to ride in, to look at, and to buy.
the price comparisons slated are based an Factory wagestsid retail delivered prices
•
BIGGEST VALUE INCREASE IN THE INDUSTRY! The Big M is up in size, in power, in luxury, in every- .
thing that counts in a car. But the price is still low_just an easy step up from the low-priced three.
MERCURY MONTEREYwith DREAM CAA DESIGN
WILSON MERCURY SALES
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Jo Burlieen, Editor...Phone 694-M4 or 763-J
FARGO, N. D. AP —Salads are
like a spring tonic for winter--
worn appetites, says nutritionist
Ruth Dawson.
Learn a few simple techniques
of salad making and it will be an
art you'll always enjoy, said the
North Dakota Agricultural Col-
lege expert.
Use ingredients uniform in size
and large enough to keep their
identity. Use only chilled and
crisped salad greens, drained
well and thoroughly dry.
To separate the leaves of a
head of lettuce, remove the core
and hold the head under cold
running water until the leaves
are forced apart.
Serve a salad dressing of con-
trasting color and tart flavor,
she suggested. A good, tasty
cooked dressing may be used on
any type of salad. Fresh vegeta-
ble salads call for salad 0 i 1,
french Or mayonaise 'dressing.
Add sparkle to salads by add-
ing extras into the salad dress-
ing, she said. Celery seed, blue
cheese, sweet pickles, relish or
chopped hard-cooked eggs add
zest to a dressing.
Garnish salads with tomato
wedges, onion rings, green pep-
pers, sliced apples or oranges,
avocados, shredded parsley, pap-
rika, pimentos. egg slices, oboes
or small fruits.
• • • •
HEALTHY FISH
ST. PAUL MI —Use of new
miracle drugs in Minnesota fish
hatcheries should make for sleek.
healthy brook trout in North
Shore streams this summer. Fish-
eries supervisor Hjalmer Swen-
son said a brook trout disease,
called furunculosis, is being com-
bated with terramycin while the
fish are in the hatcheries.
Read Our rla.ssifieds











teachers, and students all over
the world reed and awe this
international newspaper, pub-
lished tdody in Boston. World-
famous .40 constructive news
stones and penetrating *thrones.
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—LAST fir' a TONIGHT—
WED. and THURS.
'Are you sorry, Luke?
I guess every woman.
asks her husband
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One Way To Aid
Junior's Appetite
CHAMPAIGN, I11:61, —If your
child is on an eating strike, let
him miss a meal or-two.--
A University of Illinois nursery
school dietitian said that a moth-
er shouldn't panic when Junior
refuses to. eat. Instead, said Mrs.
Rita McGreer, she should keep
an attitude of "friendly indif-
ference" and not force him to
eat. The child will not starve to
death if he misses one meal.
Mrs. McGreer believes it is
wise to let the child decide when
and how much to eat. But she
stressed that the food be tasty.
nutritious and attractive and the
portions small enough.
• • • •
Vacuum, Don't Beat
Floor Coverings
URBANA, Ill. SP Nothing
likes to take a beating; not even
a rug. says Jane Warden, a Uni-
versity of Illinois textile special-
ist.
Miss Warden advised home-
makers to vacuum rugs at least
twice a week, especially during
the summer. Floor coverings
should be sent to a commercial
cleaning establishment about
once a year for thorough clean-
ing.
Miss Warden said rugs can be
"freshened" by using a powder-
ed preparation, but warns that
this wiitasot take the place of
professional cleaning. -
When cleaning up minor spots
on rugs. Miss Warden advised
using an electric fan to dry the
spot if water is used in the wip-
ing up process.
• • • •
Put Bird In Diet;
Low In Calories
FARGO. N.D. nro —If you're
a calorie-counteis don't resign
yourself to green salads a n d
toast, said North Dakota Agri-
cultural College poultry exten-
sion agent Irving Mork.
Instead, pass your plate for
turkey and chicken — the ideal
meats for people who have to
watch their waistline.
Mork pointed to recently re-
leased information on the total
edible portion of various raw
meats. Turkey contains 297 cal-
ories per 100 grams: chicken 129
calories for 'every 100 grams.
The percentage of fat in poul-
try is much lower than in other
meats, he said.
• • • •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. John Gentry and
daugtvers, Giny, Donna. Kathy.
and Becky. of Louisville, spent
the weekend with Mrs. Gentry's
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Wilkinson of Murray.
• • • •
,Bob Workman and Billy Rob-
erts returned Friday night from
a week's visit with the former's
sister, Mrs. John Thomas Mur-
dock and family of Madison,
Wisconsin.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. JamejaKey and
sons, Calle and Jeffrey, of De-
troit, Mictk. have returned home
after a .ten days' visit with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs,. -- -Clifton
Key. Capt. and AEA. George
Freeman of Fort-Knox also visit-
ed the Key-home. .
• • • •
yid& Diane is the name
Chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Edward Darnall of Benton for
their daughter born on ThurSday,
May 30, at the Murray Hospital.
• • • •
A daughter. Terry Denise,
weighing six pounds five ounces,
was born to- Mr. and Mrs. James
Robert Gilbert. 1610 Miller Ave-
nue, on Saturday. June 1, at the
Murray Hospital.
• • • 11
Weddings rocals
Club News Activities
 —• Change Season
Hits Broadway
'CORPORAL LOADER'
IT'S A "CORPORAL LOADER.' a carrier which ca
n pick up, trans-
port and raise the Corporal radar missile. This one is shown at
the R. G. Le Tourneau plant in Longview, Tex. Le Tourneau
building them for Britain. The Corporal can carry conventional or
atomic warhead. 1 a:emotional Solossipaolo),
Social Calandar
Tuesday, June 11
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
observe Friendship Night at the
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
o'clock.
Circles of the WMS of First
Baptist Church will meet at two-
thirty o'clock as follows: I, Mrs.
Ragon McDaniel; II, Mrs. E. • C.
Parker: III. Xrs• John Riley; IV,
Mrs. Pearl Jones; I, Mrs. Carl
Kizigins; VII, Mrs. Melas Linn.
• • • •
Wednesday, June 12
Circle V of the WIIS of the
rust Baptist Church will meet
at the Mission at two - thirty
o'clock.
Sea.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wayne
Darnell of Farmington Route
Two are the parents of a daugh-
ter, Dana Gale, weighing seven
pounds 3i-2 ounces, born on Fri-
day, May 24, at the Murray
Hospital.
• • • •
Ted Allen is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Coy Leon Hale
of Murray Route One fur their
son, weighing nine pounds, born
on Tuesday, May 28, at the
Murray Hospital.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gerald
Scites, 907 Ilene Street, announce
the birth of a son, Johnson
Bruce, weighing seven pounds
9 us ounces, born on Tuesday,
May 28, at the Murray Hospital.
• • • •
•
Murray Assembly No. '19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will have a call meeting for an
Initiation at the Masonic Hall
at six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Arts and Crafts Club will-
have a covered dish lunch with
Newspapers Face
Big Problems
CHICAGO tff — A prominent
publisher said today that news-
papers facet three paramount
problems — spiralling costs, im-
proving quality to keep ahead
of competition and shortening
the time lapse between the oc-
currence of news events and their
publication.
The problems were outliped
by James S. Copley. chairman
of the board of Copley press,
Inc., and, president, publisher and
•r0asurer ut the San Diego (Calif)
•niors, and Tribune, in a speech
prepared for delivery to the
mechanitill -.conference of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Association,..
Copley recortmended that pub-
lishers always obtain the finest
mechanical equipment available
and "accept and join in field
testing new developments as they
come along. lie suggested a
"constant relationship" between






MISS ROSE R. ICHELSON. who
announced Important disicostei-
, tes in multiple' 'debuts re-
search, Is shown working in lab-
oratory at St. Luke's hospital,
1111.111LIS4S1Phai..- (ha ensas torug
4)
•01,
Mrs. Ronald Churchill at her
cottage on Kentucky Lake. All
members are urged to attend.
• • • •
TUESDAY, JUNE 15th
Circle No. 3 of the W.S.C.S.
of the First Methodist Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
D. L. Divelbiss at 1111 Sycamore
Street at two-thirty o'clock.
• -1Ik •
ROPBERIES DISCOURAGING
TOTOWA. N. J. M' — Night
clerk Everett Clark, 66, quit
his job after the motel where
he works was robbed for the
second time in three y6ars. "I'm
getting too old for this monkey
business," Clark told his boa.
By JACK GAVER
United Press Drama Editor
NSW YORK Er —This is the
time of year when people in the
theater mainly are concerned
either with getting out of town
now or arranging to get into
town on Broadway, that is —
next fall.
Walter Pidgeon, for example,
had been hoping to shake loose
%from his season's work in "The
Happiest Millionaire" for a vaca-
tion, but the producers couldn't
come up with a replacement. So
the star has agreed to stay for
an additional four weeks, through
July, instead of departing June
29.
Meanwhile, efforts will con-
tinue to find someone who can
take over during August. Pidgeon
is due back early in September,
either to resume on Broadway, if
the play is still doing well, or to
leave with it for a road tour as
a Theater Guild subscription
item.
lxi .the looking-ahead depart-
ment there is the announcement
that Jose Ferrer, -who has bee*
away from the stage a few sea-
sons, has been signed to direct
and write with Al Morgan a
musical called "The Captain's
Paradise." This is based on the
popular British movie of about
three years ago in which .Als-c
Guinness was starred as a big-
amous ship's captain.
Of course, no one, knowing
Ferrer's bent for work, would
be surprised if it turned out
come rehearsal time in the fall
that he also had decided to play
the leading role.
"Separate Wes," the two -
play hit by Terence Rattigan,
will be absent from Broadway
from July 13 until Sept. 2. It has
been selected to provide the
dramatic diversion at the annual
ra in Central City. C
abo.,
here It will play from Aug. 1
to 31.
London's Eric Portman will
stay with the play, but his co-
star. Margaret Leighton, leaves
June 29 when her contract ends.
Her replacement has not yet
been announced.
JOSEPH COTTON and Viveca Lindfors in a romantic scone
horn the western drama, "THE HALLIDAY BRAND." United
Artists release slated to open Wedneettst-44-the 'Murray Drive-
In Theatre. Other stars included in th• cast of this adult west-
ern are Betsy Blair of "Marty" fame. Want Bond, and Bill Wil-




Your customers and prospects
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read your letter. Let us design






God May • • •
(Continued from Front Page)
that is just before-Farhat could
be judgement over th* world,
this nation, this city. If people
refuse to repent, refuse to turn
to God, to stop serving their
own gods—"
Graham threw up his hands,
leaving his warning unfinshed.
"The rain of fire and destruc-
tion that befell Sodom and Go-
morrah sounds to me similar to
the effects of modern nuclear
weapons," Graham said. t'As God
.rendered Sodom and Gomorrah
into dust, so might the hydrogen
bomb be used to destroy modern
cities."
He said that peoples on either
side of the Iron Curtain might
be saved from the terrible de-
struction of the H-bomb if men
and nations repent their sins and
give themselves to God.
Following the sermon, 384 per-
sons went to the front of Madi-
son Square Garden to record
"decisions for Christ," running
the evangelist's total of conver-
sions since the crusade began
24 days ago to 15,229. More than
483,500 persons have attended
the sermons.
Calloway • • •
(Continued from Front Page)
in the Rally Day Girls speech
contest and won a blue ribbon
at the Jr. District Rally.
The 4-H week consisted of
contest for district winners. Dis-
trict talent winners had part on
the program. The theme oi the
vesper hour for the week was
"The Beatitudes." Each club
member was assigned classes or
discussion groups to attend in
the morning and afternoon.
Tuesday evening was get ac-
quainted. Wednesday picnic on
Coldstream Experiment `Cation
Farm and on recreation, Thurs-
day night style review, Friday
night recognition of state winners
and candle light service.
Program Of Two
Degrees Growing
CHICAGO —GB— A bumper
crop of students will get liber-
al arts - engineering degrees in
the future through combined
educational plans.
The combined plans generally
enable students to ubtain two
degrees in five years—three years
at a liberal artg school and two
years at an engineering schooL
One Such plan is sponsored
by Illinois Institute of Techno-
logy and 29 cooperating colleges
and universities.
Throughout the nation, at least
34 'engineering colleges in 18
states are cooperating with 135
liberal arts colleges in 36 states
in the so-called "3-2" programs.
Ralph G. Owens, dean 'of en-
gineering at Illinois Tech, said
there has been "an enormous
growth of these programs with-
in the last seven eyars."
A student usually receives both
a bachelor of arts degree from
the liberal arts college and a
bachelor of science degree in
engineering from the engineer-
ing school.
But Dean John D. Larkin of
Illinois Tech said the mortality
rate usually is high, because of
the length and difficulty of the
course and because many liberal
arts students lack a sound footing
in 'mathematics, physics and
chemistry.
"The pan was begun to help
meet the need for engineers and
gt the same time provide stu-
dents with the board educational
background necessary to pre-
pare them for increased responsi-
bility in industry and commun-
ity life,"" Larkin said.
A. V. Wilker, trustee of Bald-
win-Wallace College and vice
president of Union Carbon and
Carbide Corp., called the plan
"the best education presently
available to a orospective engi-
neer, and especially for the en-
gineering student who intends to








(Continued from Front Page)
midshipman shouted happily.
Afterwards, the Spaniards in-
vited Dean, Miss Florida and
company below decks for some
Spanish hospitality and a tour
of the ship's mahogany paneled
and stained glass public rooms.
"Man what a bachelor's apart-
ment this would make," a fiddle 1,
player 961.1(1.
Miss Florida offered the ship's
first officer a pink cigaret.
"I never see such a colored
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In the home of yesteryear, the spinning wheel be-
spoke the housewife's indbstry and thrift. Methods
have changed, but the old fashioned virtues abide.
This bank was founded on the time-tested principle
of faithful, constructive service to depositcrs.
Through the passing years, as we have kept abreast'
of improved techniques in banking, we have held
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11'UESDAY -1' JUNE 11.1957 THE LEDGER &
•
TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
New Variety Of
:e per word fee one day, minimums rit 17 wards far - Is par ward far three days. Magatf>eirl ads are payable la Mesas&
FOR SALE
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door .
Ky. license. Phone 1142 or 1821
corn base, 5 acre wheat base.
For quick sale the purchaser
could receive wheat and oat
crops now ready to be harvested.
Baucum Real Estate Agency,
phone 48, 1447 or 453. Junel3C
 24 ACRE FARM, livable house,
.ANOS, new and used. Seiburn approximately 1 mile from Mur-
White, 404 Chestnut St., Murray,
J1117 
ray, about 300 yards off black-
top, on good road. Bargain price
FOR TOBACCO HAIL insurance,
see Clauile Miller. Phone 758 and
1050. Office over Dale & Stub-
blefield. TF
4 ROOM CdrIAGE, lot 79x144,
6 blocks from the court4ouse,
fast grbwing community. Also
antique violin. 629 S. Broad.
.11113
/  
SEXTRA NICE F bedroom brick
tan Walnut Drive. Large living
TOOM, kitchen with lots of cabi-
nets and built-in electric range,
dinette, utility, one full bath, one
$4,000. GOOD HOUSE, located
near Murray College, on 18th
$t. Owner leaving Murray and
will sell at a sacrifice price.
Claude L. Miller, Insurance and
Real Estate Agency. Phone 758
and 1058. Junel3C
•-•
NICE 10 ROOM house, just off
college campns. 5 rooms on first
floor, 5 rooms and bath on sec-
ond floor. Income from college
students about $100 per month.
Basement, furnished heat. Double
garage. Lot 90x240 ft. Easy terms.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, garage at-
halt .,baais. elsruktdaape-almadrener utility, , nice shady lot.
electric heat, fully insulated, car One of the best sections in Mur-
port with large storage room, ray. Loan transferrable. Gallo-
large shady lot. This house A way Insurance and rteal Estate
guaranteed to meet all FHA Agency. Phone 106, home 151-M.
quirements. Can be bought "at a Junel3C
A bargain of sold this week. Bau-
corn Real Estate Agency, call i 




sale or rent. Allis Chalmers and
Allied Equipment Sales & Serv-
ice. Williams Tractor company
Inc., Paducah, Ky. Phone 2300.
June
74 ACRE FARM on black top
highway. Six room house with
all modern conveniences. Extra
good tobacco barn, good stock
barn. 'good two car garage, wash
house, smoke house, chicken
hoeses. This farm is in good
farming area on the west side
of the county. No waste land.
1.3 acre tobacco base, 10.8 acre
NOTICE
LOOK! Free installation on all
Alum awnings for limited time,
any size. 10 Alum windows, 1
door, 1149 installed. Home Com-
fort Co., 18th & Main street.
Phone 1303. JI5C
FOR YOUR general hauling call
John Shekell. Reasonable rates.
Phone 2174. J12P
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. JI1C
ALL KINDS of cement work,
driveways, side walks, basement
floors, etc. Home Comfort, Co.,
18th at Main St., Phone 1303.
J une 13C
FOR RENT
VACANCY at Beale Hotel. $6
per week. Beale Hotel, Murray,
Kentucky. JI1C
GARAGE Apartment, furnished.
Newly decorated. Suitable for
couple only. 602 W. Main. Phone
117-J. J 11C
FURNISHED garage apartment.
Nice for boys. Also two nice
sleeping rooms. 300 Woudlawn,
phone 1057-W. June 13P
5 ROOM HOUSE. Interior newly
decorated. Gas heat. Wired for
gas or electric stove. 500 Broad
St. Phone 1473. June 13C
Land Transfers I
Ralph E. and Maureen G.
Ragsdale to Lucien M. and Mar-
ion Young, lots.
Marvin Howard and Vernie
Howard to D. C. Bean and wife,
Bessie Bean, 45 acres.
Lost & Found
LOST: Would the person who
picked up a professional baton
from the basement dressing room
of the Paris City Auditorium the
night Murray dance students
gave recital there, please return
it to Sandra Smith, 203 N. 17th
St., Murray. Needs urgently to




Wwie Overhol. r From the novel published by
the MOCO11141.11 CO. Distributed by King Y•011,111‘18 Syndicate,
CT.Te Mat 1 1 77e nodded and' we ..nodel.A beck, I heard Cl-r.h .ely very clearly:
I !T 17 Joe 'Pardee ere: It sea Euid he kept en echng. Marta, 'You're deotrieung me, Joe. Id
. . rut hcw can I tell the Pardee:it Mexican housekeep- know that doesn't make any dif-
wl-st it was •lii.e? No man can Ireir, brought taw - coffeepot and ference to you, but you're de-
tel how it woald be if a great .filled our cepa plodded back to stroying yourself, too. That
rr.•::untain d.sappeared within a! the stove, and reterned with a should make some difference." ,
f.•.v seconds, or if the sun that platter of bacon and flapjacks. He laughed, that great boom-
was in nie sky one minute was A moment later Dogbone, the mg laugh I had heard so many
not there the next. Joe had been ' L'te kid who did the chores, times, and said: "I'll never di'-
that ltd of man to me as long slippedin and sat down and be- stroy mysel f, Sarah. And if
es I'd known him. I remember gan to eat. He was eighteen, you're being destroyed, it's you
thist !eat morning well, even little • squat. heavy-featured and greasy- that's doing it, not me."
Cetada that are not important. faced. He'd worked here since he Sarah tipped her head back to
• • • was fourteen, and he had de- look at Joe. She said: "I'm warn-
When I left. the bunkhouse, the veloped the same blind devotion
run was kat corning up over the to Sarah that Dillingham had for
Cedar Hills to the east, the sky Joe.
as lhie as I had ever seen it. I Sarah did not come to the table
etslied in the cold water flow- for breakfast. She seldom did,
out of the pipe into the horse although she had made a habit of
trough, so cold that, even in early eating supper with us. I thought
September, it shocked me awake, she would be here this morning
I rah` a wet hand through my because she knew about Al Beam.
hair, looked at the dark shadows When we were done, Joe rose
that clucg to the Cedar Hills, and wiped the back of a hand
end then, turning, stared across across his mouth.
East^r Valley to the Sangre de "Saddle up for me, Dogbone,"
Cristo range that pricked the sky he said. ''Wait a minute, Will."
with evanite peaks. The boy went out with Dining-
I was still standine there when ham. I waited, looking at Joe.
Gene Dillingham, Joe's ot her He was forty-one his last birth-
rider, came out of the bunkhouse, day, taller even than Gene Dill.
He said, "Dream/rig again, WWI" Ingham, but not as heavy. With
"Cues., so." I said, his long bones, long muscles, and
He sloshed water on his face, thin, dark fare, Joe Pardee had
shook hi; head, and muttered, been born with a perpetual-mo.
"Host be ice in that spring." bon motor inside that kept driv-
Then he looked at me.. He had ing him from sunup to sundown.
been on the Box P longer than It was hie g-un that had kept
•Eettlid. He was thirty-five, a ,big Easter Valley open range for the
man who could .-ide anything and dozen ranches that were here. He
who had more cow savvy than never asked for advice: he never
anyone else I knew, virtues which listened if anyone offered it.
were belanced by a sullen clapo- think it was this hard, one-direc-
sition and a mulish stubbornness tton drive more than anything
that made him hard to get along else that had widened the gap
with, between him and Sarah until the
He and I both idolized Joe, but fire of their trrrawiage had sput-
that was about all we had in tered out PO that now not even
common. He hated Joe's wife, a spark of love remained.
Sarah, and claimed she was 'a I stood there, waiting for Joe
drag on _him because she was con- to speak.
fined to a wheel chair by a back Finally he asked, "What have
••111,l'ury from a riding accident. It you heard about this fellow
was a stupid reason for hating Beam?"
her, because nothing could be a "Nothing," I said. "He's just
drag on Joe. Be did what he had a drifter, I guess."
to do regardless of anyone else's "Saddle up," he said abilmtly.
opinion or feelings, even his and swung around and left the
.s. kitchen.
Gene stared at MP for a long As I crossed the yard to the
moment, then wiped a sleeve corral, I wondered if that was
across his face. "Good day for what he had really meant to ask
dying." he said, and meting The bright, slanted light on the
around' and strode toward the Sangre de Oristos had lost the
kitchen. I followed him, thinking sharp tone of early sunrise. In
how like him those words were. spite of the increasing warmth,
It pleased him to see men die In I shivered, and quickened my
front of Joe Painter's gun. There steps across the dusty yard.
had been many, right back to the I saddled mye"bay gelding and
year Joe had built a cabin on swung up. Dillingham had mount-
the Elifif Fork of Easter Creek eel and was waiting in front of
and started. the Box P. the house. Dogbone stood there,
Today it would be another man, holding the reins of Joe's horse,
a young fellow named Al Beam. When I pulled up beside Oiling-
Maybe Beam hoped to cut a new ham. I raw Sarah in her wheel
notch on his gun; or itiaybe he chair on the front perch.
had been hired by that raggle- Joe was looking down at her,
tag& bunch of farmers camped completely heftled. an expression
in the cottonwood grove just T seldom saw on his face. Stud-
above Carlton. - denly it occurred to'me that there
Joe was already seated at the; war something queer about this Then She had her accident, and
table when • Gene and I pulled morning, that it was like no other after that nothing was the same.
back our chairs and sat down. morning that had gone before. (To Lilt Contionte41
- • •••••• • .• • '
•
FOUND: Log chain, 'north of
Salem Church on gravel road,
owner describe and pay for add.




Tremendous opportunity to in-,
crease your family income
with only a few hours woric i
each day, contacting friend.
and neighbors selling th•
world's most popular and fast-
est selling doll line-.-Terri Las
and Family with hundreds of
costumes. Your profit 25% an
each sale. Write immediately
for full ,particulars. Terri Lae
Consumer Sales, Apple Val.
ley. California.
1 MARFtAIGE UCENSE I
mg you. You can't go on killing
men Just to hold something that
doesn't rightly belong to you.
You go ahead with this thing.
you're planning, and I'll leave
He stooped to kiss her, but 'she
turned her face away. He
straightened and laughed again.
"4.11 right," he said. "You'd bet-
ter leave. You know I've got to
go on. r can't stand still and I
can't go back."
He came off the porch, his fare
dour; crossing to his horse, he
swung into the saddle. I don't
think that either Joe or Sarah
realized we had heard what
they'd said.
We rode away at a gallop. Dog-
bone stood under the cottonwoods
watching us, and Sarah was mo-
tionless in her chair, but Joe did
not look back at either of them.
Presently we slowed down to rock
along at a steady ground-eating
pace.
I glanced at Jae and saw that
his face was as bleak as it had
been when he'd stepped off the
porch; then I looked ahead at the
narrow road that followed the
creek, twisting along between the
twin rows of willows. I was
I, Will Beeson, owed everything
to Joe and Sarah Pardee. I had
come to the Box P when I was
a leggy kid with peach fuzz on
my face, an empty belly and
pockets that were equally empty.
They had taken me in, had given
me a job and a home,aind I loved
them both.
I wasn't like Gene Dillingham
who thought Joe was completely
r i g h t and Sarah completely
wrong. I wasn't like Dogbone
either, who was as loyal to Sarah
as a pet hound. I was somewhere
between, .wanting to help them
and not knowing what to do.
When I first came to the Box
P. Joe wasn't the aggressive driv-
er he became later. He could
stop and plan, and did so at
times.
Now, looking back across the
last seven years, I could not pet
my finger on the day the trouble
began, or even why it had begun.
It seemed to me that Joe gradual-
ly became more domineering and
intolerant, and that Sarah didn't
laugh as much as she had. She
spent more time doing thihv by
herself: fishing and riding alone
and working in her flower bed.
"`"""". /111% --".41111r Or'
Leslie Holmes Ellis anG Hozene
Dowdy.
Howard Matheny and Martha
Paschall,
Fig Is Grown
NEW VARIETY • Larry IN
RIVERSIDE, Calif. - I - A
new seedling fig ,bred especially
to resist insect infestation ha
become popular in California.
the California Fig 'Institute re-
ports.
The Conadria, a hybrid devel-
oped by Dr. Ira J. Condit, pro-
fessor emeritus of subtropical
horticulture on the University of I
has shown considerable promise
after four growing seasons, the
institute said.
The Conadria was bred for a
small "eye" in order to produce
resistance to vinegar fly infesta-
tion and was introduced to the
industry last June. Since then it
has been increasingy in demand
as a dried fig because of its vigor,
productivity and g000d fruit
quality, the institute said.
A cross between the White
Adriatic fig and a  seedling male
fig, the Conadri4 'has been com-
pletely free of Vinegar flies.
BRING OWN TUB PLUGS
LONDON 1 -A traveler to
Russia advised would-be tourists
to bring along their own bath
tub plugs when they visit the
Soviet Union, Richard Jones, in
a letter to the Sunday Express,
said bath plugs "are virtually
non-existent in the Soviet Union
"because it's an )d Russian
custom to wash oneself in run-
ning water."
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
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United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK •IIS -The Com-
munists may use a cornerstone of
the capitalistic system to help
eure their economic ills.
The Russians are reported con-
sidering the introduction of a
limited form of installment buy-
ing, which is about as American
as Indians, iee cream cones and
hot dogs.
The unique buy now - pay
later plan, which roared in with
the 1920's, has become an accept-
ed part of American economic
life and has spread to Western
Europe.
This system of borrowing for
the future to buy things today
explains in part why Americans
own more automobiles, washing
machinVs, television sets and
homes khan anyone else in the
world.
Americans are even sending
their children through college
and going on round-the-world
vacations on the installment plan,
paying the debt in equal. month-
ly amounts.
Latest figures showed t h a 1!
Americans were "in hock" to the
tune of 40 billion dollars. No-
body was overly concerned about
the debt because Americans pave
established an excellent repay-
ment record.
Reports from Russia indicated
that the Communists are looking
into the advantages of making
installment buying available for'
the Russian consumer, whose
standard uf living is below • taat
of his American counterpart.
Installment buying, a adopted
by the Communists, would rep-
resent a major concession. They
long have deneunied tle.s form
of retailing as "aecadent capital-
ism.
A. W. Zelemek, head the
International Staooical Bureau,
told the United Press the Rus-
sian change of heart apparentay.
would be based on the realiza-
tion that installment buying has
been one of the things shur.r.g
up the American economy.
"The Russians apparently, have
changed their mind that inst•li-






CltEbtA.N. England JP -Lan-
Seeger, 38, end three feel tall,
was married Saturday to Anne
Burreugh. 23. and five feet six
inches tall. "We are•in love and
our hearts and hopes are liki
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STR I PS -
' NEW YORK, N.Y. -Perinatal
mortality - the death of infants
before or soon after birth -
continues to be a major medical
problem, according to a- recent
study by statitimans. In recent
years perinatal death* have avers.
aged mere' than 135.000 a Ala
in the United States. Approxi-
mately half of these sip still-
births, -and the remaining had
are bellies dying within . a _e
week of birth.
Some progress has Len made
in reducing the perinatal mor-
tality rate - it fell about Zinc-
third between 1940 and 1954 -
but the improvement has lagged
far behind that for childbirth
mortality among mothers, which
decreased 86 puree= in the same
period.
Th. Major factors contributing
to the death toil in the perinatal
period. the study shows, a r e
lack of early and adequate pre-
natal care; twin and other plural
births: puerperal toxemia; chron-
ic trained midwives, a practice
which is still fairly common in
sonic sections of the country.
Cesarean births, while quite
safe for the /. mother, are still
attended with high risk to the
infant.
"The high death toll both be-,
fore and soon after birth can be
reduced through the wider ap-
plication of present knowledge
and the development of new
knowledge regarding the factors
affecting the ability to survive in
this critical period of life," ac-
cording, to the company's health
authorities.
. it is of prime importance tnat
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women be educated to seek pre-
natai care early and to remain
wider contir.uous medical super-
vision throughout pregnancy. In
the course of prenatal instruc-
tion, women shuuld be alerted
to signs and symptoms that may
indicate impending complications.
"Such measures will help bring
closer the goal of reducing peri-
natal mortality by about one-
third - the proportion consider-
ed preventable even with our
present knowledge. Inasmuch as
understanding of many of toe
causes and factors in perinatal
mortality is still rudimentary,
there _is ,great need for rceearch
in this field."
PICKLES SAVE PICKLED
Milwaukee, Wis. .7 -A novel
plea got Mrs. Margaret Renrneis-
ter, 49, out of a pickle Saturday.
A judge, after finding Mrs. Ren-
meister guilty of drunkness,
waived a jail sentence and im-
posed a $10 fine when she said
that a barrel of pickles soaking
at home lkould spoil if she went
to }ail.
FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
Use T-4-L for 3 to 5 days.
Watch the old tainted skin slough
off leaving healthy, hardy skin.
If not pleased with powerful,
instant-drying T-4- L, your 40t
back at any drug store. Today






- Friendly Service -
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
Its." Sec
FLYING ANTS"









P.O. Boo 84 Paducah, Ky.
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
Local Customers or
!Contact direct or for Reference
a Performance of Work call
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, Ky. Phone 262
by E.rui• Bushmillar
T.? 1. E.% "






























by Pat Boone (Dot), "Gonna
Find Me a Bluebird" backed by
'I Saw You, I Saw Yiu" (Ca-
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NEW YORK, N. Y. — Deaths
from barbiturate poisoning in
the United States are on the
increase statisitcians report. In
1955, the latest for which com-
plete data are available, ac-
New-Suit cidental poisoning by barbiturates
claimed 411 lives, as comparedSmartness with 345 in 1954. 337 in 1953,
and 327 in 1952. This reversesLasts and the trend for the years im-
ediately preceding.last m!s "Careless use of barbiturates,
predominantly by adults, pre-
sents a dIfficult problem," thex-39
statisticians observe. "With more
stringent restrictions being plac-
ed on their sale in many•loca-
lilies, it is not clear why the
improvement in mortality which
was recorded from 1949 to 1952
has not continued. It would seem
that greater efforts should be
made to acquaint the public
with the dangers inherent in
using such drugs carelessly."
About 30 per cent of all deaths
horn accidental poisoning by
solids and liquids during 1955
were caused by barbiturates; this
compares with nearly 25 per cent
for all other drugs and medicines.
The remainder of the fatalities
were caused by a variety of
substances, including such pois-
ons as wood and denatured al-
cohol, lead compounds, carbon. 
tetrachloride, benzene, kerosene,
Whit STYIE-Sf?FINISH Is le• Lamer , the alkalies and insecticides.
I Much can be accomplished in
Our Sanitone Dry Cleaning reducing the loss of life, the
not only gets out ALL the statisticians point out, by keep-
dirt, but with new Style-Sets ing drug i and medicines in pro-
perly marked containers, by stor-
!ng insecticides and disinfectints
away from food and other edibles,
and by keeping poisonous sub-
stances out of the reach of young
children.
added, it also fully restores
the original body and texture
on which smartness depends.
Our special longer-lasting
press restores like-new drape,
too. So why settle for less?








LALTREL. Miss. IP —It took
Mrs. Kathleen Robinson 15 years
but she got a high school diploma
Friday night. Mrs. Robinson, 30,
who has three children, lef t
school at 15 to marry. She re-en-
tered the eighth grade four years
ago after her husband's death.
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"




By MURRAY M. MOLER
United Press Staff Correspondent
SALT LAKE CITY —RP-- Lit-
terbugs are in for trouble this
year if they scatter papers or
anything. else on Utah's high-
ways.
The Utah Highwar-lpatrol has
been ordered by Superintendent
Lyle .Hyatt to enforce strictly the
states two-year-old law against
"litterbugging."
In recent orders to his troopers.
Hyatt pointed outthat under the
law, "litter" is defined as throw-
ing "anything .but clear water"
on the road or along the right-
of-way Conviction can bring a
fine up to $299 and a 30-day jail
sentence.
The patrol chief told his men
that motorists they catch simply
throwing a few papers frem
their cars should be stopped,
told of their offense, asked to
cooperate in keeping the high-
ways clean, and be requested to
pick up the litter.
An Apple Core
But for drivers or passengers
who toss out cans, beer bottles or
anything else thate would be a
hazard to traffie, Hyatt said ar-
rest citations should be given—
as well as making the offenders
clean up the mess.
He pointed out that in Califor-
nia, justices of the peace before
whom litterbugs are brougnt cur-
rently are making the debris-
dropper sweep up not only the
spot he littered but adjoining
stretches of highway:
Hyatt. is himself particularly
aware of the dangers caused by
persons tossing litter from fast
moving vehicles.
Not long ago, he was driving
his official car on a mission when
a partly-eaten apple was hurled
from the window of a school
bus that was speeding in the
opposite direction.
The apple hit the windshield
of Hyatt's auto and shattered
it.
"If it had been four inches
lower, the flying glass would
have cut my head off," the
patrol superintendent recalled
grimly. "I was going about. 60.
The bus was doing around 40.
That gave the apple a velocity
of 100 miles an hour %hen it
hit."
Goes For Troopers, Too
The bus involved was from'an
Idaho school whose studets had
been touring Utah. School au-
thorities were asked by the Utah'
Patrol to take disciplinary actions
against the offenders.
Hyatt warned his troopers that
they should be careful themselves
and not add to the litte by tots-
ing papers--particularly carbons
from their citationbooks--along
the road when making arrests.
He cited the case of one patrol-
man who had written out a tic-
Of Gifts And Goons Mounted Patrol
At Lake George
The Senate rackets investigation'
into labor unions brought out
tales of beatings of recalcitrant
bakers and, from Jceeph Tenczar,
(above) of Brooklyn a tale of
New York Cite employers being
pressured into contributing mon-
ey to a swank 1956 testimonial
dinner that netted $57,000 for
the union's vice president, Max
Kralstein.
(International Soundphoto)
ket for a comely motorist who
had a heavy French accent. The
trooper thoughtlessly tossed his
carbons by the the roadside. At
this, the woman pointed a red-
painted fingernail at the officer
and remonstrated:
"you are a leeter-bog."
Hyatt said, with a smile, "we




WILLIAMSVILLE, N. Y. —AP
—When the family of Edmund
M. Wuenst Jr. bought an old
house here last year it didn't
figure on having an unwelcome
occupants. Such as snakes.
The Wuensts didn't think too
much of the matter when they
found a three-foot snake shortly
after moving in. But things got
worse this year.
They found three more in the
basement—and go: rid of them.
But when one was teeceveeed itt
the kitchen at breakfast time
one day, Mrs. Wuenst decided
she needed help. But all she. got
was sympathy.
She telephoned the Amherst
police department, which refer-
red her to the Buffalo Zoo.
"The- zoo," said a dejected
Mrs Wuenst. "said it couldn't
send. einy'body out—but woeld
.11i.l•ialaill.1.11111111.111401•••••_
around the world...around I& clock -
From every quarter of the globe, every minute of the 24-hour day,
United Press gathers and speeds to you the true and full story of what's
happening the world over.
Six thousand alert and expert U.P. newsmen, working out of 200 bureaus
in 48 countries, report the news at the source.
Cables and wireless circuits spanning every ocean, 400,000 miles of lease,
telegraph lines spanning the continent flash it to you to read at the
earliest possible instant. Wherever news is breaking - whether in
the nest hemisphere or the next county - U.P. gets it and makes sure
you get it - accurately, completely, and fast.
For everything that's going on everywhere, read United Press dispatches in




LAKE GEORGE, N. Y. —
It yoe're visiting this resort vil-
lage, on the shore of the lake of
the same name, don't be sur-
prised by a band of horsemen
dashing along the streets.
This won't be part of a Wild
West show. The Warren County
Mounted Patrol is Sheriff Carl
McCoy's ahswer 4e law-enferce-
ment problemsin the remote
woods and mountains of his 876-
square-mile county in the Ad-
irondacks. He organized the
group last fall and, after a winter
of service, it has emerged an es-
tablished arm of the law.
The patrol now nuinbers near-
ly 40 volunteers, and thejere no
dude cowboys. Fully deputized.
they are highly respected citizens
who know well the rugged ter-
rain and perils of their territory.
They already have provided
considerable discouragement to
burglars and vandals who in
past years have enjoyed a "field
day" ransacking hundreds of iso-
lated summer' camps.
Five Horses
The youthful sheret, a former
barnssc race driver, is a surperb
horseman, and all who join must
be the same. Mostly business
and professional men, the group
includes two bankers, a mill
owner, resort, store and restau-
rant proprietors and, appropri-
ately, a veterinarian
There also is the chairman of
the country's alcoholic beverage
control ,board, wit, donates the
use of an arena he owns for the
weekly petrol drills. A state
game protector is the drillmaster.
Eacti member must provide his
own mount, and all have hand-
some and spirited animals, such
as McCoy's seven-year-old Pala-
mino, Spitfire. One truck dealer
rides a highly bred Arabian still-
lion.
For its official outfit, the patrol
chose gray-blue uniforms, com-
plete with. western-style .pants,
fontier shirts and western-type
hats. They also ordered a flag
with a light blue background,
displaying the picture of a horse's
head and the gold letters, "War-
ren County Sheriff's Mounted."
The semi-military unit is pat-
terned after one in Los Angles
County. Calif.
Speeders Excepted
"That outfit has silver-mounted
saddles and bridles," McCoy said.
-pc course, we don't plan to go
be Jad to see the snakes if we
brought them in."
WASTED EFFORT
NEW HARTFORD, Conn. —API
—Volunteer firemen in the Pine
Meadows section were chided
when New Hartford volunteers,
beat them tu a fire at the rear
of the Pine Meadows fire sta-
tism. However, the Pine Meadows
chief... George Gronden, informed
the ,New Hartford visitors—after
they founght the blaze for an
hour—that it was an under-
ground dump fire that has
burned for 17 years and proba-
bly will do so for - 17 more.- -
PAID IN FULL
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. —a—
Mrs. Rita Rodrigue was fined
$42 for driving 10 years with-
out a license. That's how much
it would have cost her to obtain
the !icenses during the decade.
THE OPPOSITION
NEW MILFORD, Conn. —de—
President William M. Gross of
the Scovill Manufacturing Co
made an unnerving discovery
when he picked up a brass trowel
to apply cement to the corner-
stone of his firm's new tube
mill. "I see we are using tools
made by the opposition firm,"
he commented.
Although its rugged mountains
have given New Hampshire the
nick-name "Granite State," it
is sometimes palled the "Mother
of Rivers." ecause four im-
portant New England rivers start
here—the Connecticut, Andros-
coggin, Saco and Merrimack.
that far, but we'll lookepretty
"fair on parade."
Parades, skill, inilitary bearing
and smart uniforms are not the
prime objective of the patrol,
however.
"We have sound reasons for
this unit." McCoy said. "There
have bren many cases in which
we could have performed valu-
able services and when such
instances arise in eite future,
we'll be ready for them." -
Each fall, hunters become lost
in the heavily weeded area.
Horses, he said, can cover the
rugged country where can arid
jeeps are useless.
"Last year a plane went down
and two men died," he added.
"We had to organize a party to
walk 20 miles back into the
woods to reach them."
"In case of manhunts, fires
and serious illness, the patrol
will be worth its weight in
horses," Use sheriff said. "In





JACKSON, Miss, eft —Mrs..
Lewis Rawls doesn't mind family
squabbles, but she doesn't like
the way her husband ends them.
She told police her husband end-
ed their last argument by hitting
her on the head with a butt!
, knocking her off the porch,
kicking her, throwing her into
a neighbor's' yard, tossing her
into the street and banging fr.
on the head with a plank. Rawls
was charged with assault.
AERIAL SAFE ROBBER
FITCHBURG, Mass. —Pol-
ice considered calling in the
Air Force today to help catch
a safe robber. Ad 800-pound
safe contaireng $200 was taken
from Municipal Airport. Ins esti-
gatien showed the safe wre
wheeled tè the-end of a runway.
where the trail disappeared. Pol-
;ce said the safe could hose
been flown from the scene bj
p.ane.
•
The CHURCH Of CHRIST
7th & POPLAR
Invites You To Hear
James P. Miller
JUNE 9-16 7:30 Each Night
CPICO sIVI IEMILAIP
IDESICINE 0 FOR S CD UTH ER N Livor4(.
"He sure knows how to pick 'ern!"








Both! But I was really looking at their car. What a beauty!
They sure are a lucky couple.
i
Anil smart, too. That Olds coot,* lest, than you'd think. It has
style that will stay in style. They get real comfort . . . a
eonderful ride . . . nd the big Rocket Engine . . .i
She looked so lovely ..
Thev'll really finit-tikt how smart they are to own an Olds at
Vade-in time. Why,fillirfAill brings a th•tter price than lots of
the most expensive cars, eisrafter a couple of years of use.
You know what I wish? I wish that someday . . .
That you can own an Olds? Don't waste
your wishes. Let's take a ride in my Golden
Rocket ft8. Maybe your dreams'll come true
























Beautiful kidney-shaped pool at the Terrace Club
has colorful stone covered parapet. Guests also
enjoy the large shuffle board court which is lo-
cated near the pool. Another attraction, the new-
ly weds will enjoy will be the Roof Garden atop
the Terrace which features famous orchestras
nightly.
eti
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nee Miss ozene Dowdy• • ,
Mar iday - June 9
4 p.m. — First Bap• Church
Dr. Fi. C. Chiles Officiating
r-
• • • II tt
It I Pt I 11
II II
Ifni a s
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., are honeymooning at the
famous Sarasota Terrace Club, Sarasota, Fla., courtesy
of the Ledger & Times.
Pictured aboveis a scene on Long Boat Key, just
off the Florida Coast, which will be visited by
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Here Comes The Bride For
A Church Wedding Of Today
-Mis-ic fills the church building,
all eyes turn center, the groom
waits at the altar—and your
carefully planned wedding be-
gins.
It can be as dignified and
beautiful as you want, if you
and your bridal party hold a
rehearsal and follow simple, time-
tested procedure.
Basically the wedding. routine
is the same in all religious cere-
monies. The size of the building
and your religious denomination
may determine changes and your
clergyman can best inform you
of advisable variations. '
These general rules may 5e
followed:
1. Before the wedding begins,
the - ushers (one for every 25
to 50 persons) escort the guests
to their seats. Organ and choral
music may begin about half
an hour before the ceremony.
2. The bridegrom's mother is
ushered to her seat in the first
pew on the right side about
five minutes before the ceremony
begins. The bridegroom's father,
walking alone, foliCi-vis to his
seat beside her. The bride's
mother is ushered to the first
pew on the left side about one
minute before the ceremony. No
guests should be seated after
that.
3. The organist should start
the wedding math soon after
the usher leaves the bride's
mother and • reaches the head
of he aisle. The, chords of the
Bridal Chorus from Loheogrin
are played and on the first
beat of the march the procession
begins. Everyone starts with his
left foot, in the following order:
First the ushers, in pairs, with
the shortest ones leading, each
pair about four paces apart.
Keping the same pacing, the
bridesmaids walk, either alone
or in pairs.
Next the matron or maid of
honor.
Then the ring bearer, followed
by the flower girl.
Finally the bride-,--af lei-father's
right, walks down the center
of the aisle. They should be
separated by at least eight steps
from the flower girl.
As the wedding march begins,
the clergyman, the bridegroom
and the best man, none of whom
are in the procession, go to the
altar or chancel from the vestry
or g side door near it to wait
for the bridal party.
The wedding guests stand VOr
the procession.
4. The bridal, pay members
take their positions.
The ushers: As the pairs leave
the main aisle, they divide, one
going to each side. They stand,
depending on the size and floor
plan of the church, either on
the main floor before the first
rows of pews, on the top chancel
steps, or on the chancel. If
there is room, they face side-
wise, with their profiles toward
the pews. The following ushers
stand next to them on a slant,
or in front of them.'
The bridesmaids: Theie Pairs
also divide and take their places
in front of the ushers.
The maid or matron of honor:




Mr. ana Mra..13.1gthes Ellis; Jr.,
are shownW-ith Mrs. Brent
Outland as she shows them
the lovely tiered cake she has
just completed.
Outland's specializes in deco-
rative baking along with their
regular line of pasteries and
goodies. Place your order
now.
OunAtib BAKERY
MR. and MRS. BRENT OUTLAND, owners
Maple Street, across from Post Office Call 1180
VISIT THE DAILY
Widow Wears White
But No Gown, Veil
Although the woman who is
marrying for the second time
should not wear a long gown
and veil, she can have a wedding
with most of the trimmings at
home or at a place of worship.
She can wear an informal
white or pastel - colored dress
with a small hat. It is generally
recommended that the wedding
and reception be small and sim-
ple, with only a maid or matron
of honor in attendance.
may be just to the left of where
the bride will stand.
The ring bearer: Stands on
the right side, to the right cit
the best man.
The flower girl: Goes to the
left and stands either beside or
behind rlie maid of honor.
The bride and her father: As
the bride nears the chancel or
attar, she releases her father's
right arm. The groom may step
forward to meet her. Now botn
continue to the foot of the
steps until they are directly in
front of the clergyman. The
bride's father should stand slightly
behind her to the left.
5. The ceremony may be divid-
ed into two parts. If it is, the
,betrothal takis place when bride
and groom are in their present
position before the chancel. In
most weddings,..the brine's fath-
er gives her away, and then eel
beside her mother. If it is not
divided the entire ceremony will
take place before the altar.
For the second part of the
Ceremony, the clergyman will
turn and go to the altar. The
bride, groom, maid of honor
„et
and best man follow. The oride
hands her bouquet to her maid.
t he best man gives the ring at
the moment.
After the ceremony, the maid
of honer will return the bricte's
boucititt and lilt her veil. The
groom may kiss the bride, then
offer his right arm, face the
center aisle—and the recessional
begins.
a. Mendelssohrils wedding march
generally is used fer the reces-
sional. The wedding party gpes
up the aisle in this oruer: the
bride and groom, the flower girt,
the ring °carer, the maid of
honor with the ,best Malay the
bridesmaids and the ushers..chese
last two groups may walk at
they did before, first the pairs
of girls, then the men; or the
girls may walk with the men.
Two ushers then walk back
to the first pears to escort the
bride's and groom's mothers from
the building.
FOR THE RIGHT FLOWERS
After the bride has consulted
her minister about,churth build-
ing regulations dealing with deco-
rations, she can tajte her prob-




Popular bride Mrs. Ellis, is pictured above with Mrs. Myrtle Farmer, mem-
ber of the Ledger & Times staff, as they look at some of the attractive an-
nouncement samples in the Office Supply Department.




....And they will live happily
ever after ana will celebrate


























Like candid camera shots‘of
the wedding preparations,' cere-
mony and reception? Then en-






Mayor George Hart, President cf the B ank of Murray, is -pictured above with
the typical young bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., as he
points out the necessity of a regular savings account.
Planning to get married? Let.saYings put the frosting on
the -cake- of your future. f, like so many wise brides,
and grooms, you vow to each other td save regularly ...
and then keep that pledge ... you can look to the years
ahead with confidence that Our most cherished plans
Will be realized. For a present full of happiness, a future
full of promise; get the right start now ... open a Say-
ings Account with us.
BANK Of MURRAY
MEMBER F.D.I.r .






























































































tride And Groom Centerpiece
Will Help The Bridal Shower
For t h e bridal shower an
original touch is a bride-and-
groom centerpiece for the table— carrying the gift packages. It
. especially apt for a steel
shower, tin cans being 99 per
cent steel, and can be whipped
up from empty Soup cans and
crepe paper. plus bits of veiling.
black construction paper and
white artificial flowers.
First, cover each can with
peach crepe paper.
Holding the cans open - end
downward, sketch in the features!
the pride's and groom's faces.
and fill in with ink, crayon or
scraps of colored paper.
For the bride's hair, cut a
five and a half inch square of
black crepe paper.. Snip the
edge into a short fringe and
curl it over the scissor's blade.
Paste the hair around the ,s4op.
half of the can.
To make bangs, cut a sh,,t•
strip of crepe paper. fringe an,
..trl it and paste around for,.
head.- Cover the 'bald patch'





There an three, strict rules
governing thank "'you notes—
make sure everyone who sends
You a gift is thanked promptly,
mention the nresent specifically
'and the possible ways in which
you will us la it. and sound as if
you really ippreciate the denor's
thoughfulness.
From this point on. the later
should reft-rt your personality
and your relationship with the
nerson who sent the gift. Certain-
ly you 1.vourd 'not write the same
'thing to your favorite aunt and
your father's business acquaint-
ances And don't forget that, al-
though you sign the letter, your
husband's name and comments
thould be included in it.
If the present is from a mar-
tied couple, address the thank
you note to the wife and mention
her husband in it. Never send
an engraved card of thanks.
A handy item is a gift book in
which you register the presents
as they come and check off tbe
donor's name when the .thank
you notes are mailed.
The end of your letter, is migh-
tily important—you get a chanee
to use your new name. To a
very close friend or'felative who
will know who "Mary" itr, just
your first name can be used.
But for others sigh your first,
maiden, and new last name.
"Mrs. ,John Jones" is used only
for formal, business letters.
:Msing a piece of white veiling
ie by 30", gather one end to ,fit
over the head. Trim with flowers
and ribbon, then pin or paste
to head.
The groom's hair is a strip Of
btu& crepe paper 414" wide
and 9" long, pasted around the
top cf the can with 1" extending
over the top. Cut out front
section to form hairline.
Fur the hat, cut black crepe
paper 8" wide and 81/2" long
and fold it lengthwise. Holding
the fold at the bottom, bend
the top of the paper I" from
the upper edge to form top of
hat, then paste ends together,
forming a cylinder. -
Cover the outside top of the
hat with a circle of black con-
struction paper. StAeitch ,bottom
edge of hat to form brim, and




When sisters are marsoed at
double wedding. the older
daugivtea -takes her father's arm
when she walks up the aisle
'he arm of a brother. uncle or. ,
the arm of ahrother. uncle or
nearest male relative The father
of course. gives brides away.
FRIENDSHIP, Your GUrIDE
Unless you are -invited to both
wedding and reception, only the
strength of your friendship with
either bride or groom can tell
you whether you should give
a wedding present.
If either of the couple is a
fairly close relative or IL, dear
friend. it is customary to send
a gift even if you are unable to
attend the festivities
SHOWER GIFT IS PUT TO USE
right away by the new bride. No
coffee-making problem here —
not even for the 9,rl who's nev,
boiled water. An automatic cof.
fee maker is one of the most i
needed and treasured gifts a
bride can receive.
.411.1MMI




One of the most practical and
modem ideas that emerges frs.nu
the welter of romantic and tra-
ditional wedding preparations Is
the store gift registry.
Every wise bride-to-be today
checks on her local facilities
and, just as soon as the day
is set, hurries along to register.
At the store, a trained salesgirl
will help the bride choose the
tableware, kiteheware and other
housewares of her preference
and will note the designs and
colors and other relevant details.
All friends and relatives seek-
ing advice on ttra perplexing
problem of "what-to-give" can
tactfully be referred to the reg-
istry, where they will get discreet
guidance on what has already
been bought and what the bride
really needs and wants.
The gift registry assists beau-
tifully. in shower plans. The
guests decide ahead of time
how much to contribute. One
of the girls, usually the hostess,
visits the bridal gift consultant
in the store where the bride
has registered and tells her the
total amount to be spent on
whatever the theme is—kitchen




A beautiful bride doesn't just
happen by accident. Just as the
wedding service, reception and
dresses need weeks, even months
of careful preparation, so does
the bride if she is to be called
"beautiful."
Something a little more than ,
your regular beauty care must
go into those pre-wedding days.
Weight, for instance, is a parti-
cularly important point. Don't
let anxiety make your weight
fluctuate (it can as easily cause
a gain as a loss). Last minute
alterations of dresses is only
one of the problems that can
arise when this happens. So
get plenty of exercise, plenty
of sleep—and check up on your
scales every morning.
Good health, of course, is the
basis of all beauty care. Money
and time on hair, skin or hands
is wasted without it. But that
doesn't mean that modern aids
need be scorned.
The bride who wants, that
"wedding day" beauty to be a
la<.ting part of her married life
will welcome the thotightfui
An.) give her such per-
Lonal gifts as an electric hair-
'dryer, an electric yibratoi-
massager to keep her in trim
and the bloom in her cheeks
a manicture set, or an electric
shaver.
_
The consultant does the rest
—selects the gifts according to
what the bride already has,
what is .left on her list—and
has them prettily wrapped. The
presents are then given with
one big card bearing all the
donors' names.
In 1911, Lt T. G. Ellyson




For the Honeymoon and
THE ALL NEW
'57 GOLDEN HAWK  STUDEBAKER
Our June Bride, Mrs.
Ellis, says Mto _loves
the. handsome styling
of the new '57 Stude•
baker with its lovely
low continential look.
See The Studebakers Now On Display .At
MIDWAY MOTORS
Hazel Highway
GRAYSON McCLURE - PURDOM PARKS
(Owners) Phone 84
. ...for Brides 








This season's typical June bride
nd groom, Mr. and Mrs. Holmes
Ellis, Jr., are pictured with Ed
Frank Kirk as they look at this
magnificiently styled Bed Room
Suite.
Diuguid's has a wide selection of
Bed Room Suites in all the favorite






Suite pictured above is beautifill burnished pine by Franklin Shockey
— open stock' grouping
wee RIWAO
Mrs. Lynn Lassiter is pictured at right with Mrs. Holmes
Ellis, Jr., typical June Bride, as they view the many love-
ly Spring and Summer Materials now on display at Mrs.
Lassiter's Fabric Shop. Also pictured is the new Pfaff
Sewing Machine, for which Mrs. Lassiter is the authoriz-
ed dealer for this area.
Laisiter Fabric Shqp
PADUCAH ROAD MRS. LYNN LASSITER, owner PHONE 1753-J
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Both Husband And Wife Have
Work To Do Around The House
Hosehold chores must be a
fifty-fifty proposition when hus-
band and wife work out of the
cleaning easier, and help foil
rugged nerves, if two share the
woek.
Men pride themselves on be-
ing ) the stronger sex—so don't
hesitate to let 'ern prove it.
Don't take for granted that he
can't do household chores, or
that it is not a man's jab to do
housework. Nonsense. That's all
propaganda started long ago, by
the men. Any man who has done
a Navy stint knows the meaning
of the order: "Swab the deck!"
And Army veterans are up on
those KeP chores.
The time to get the share-the-
work plan settled is when you
say eI will." Don't wait until
the "I dos' have been uttered.
No matter how rugged your are,
holding down two jobs will be
pretty fatiguing at times, and
may lead to small spats that can
be magnified into big rifts.
Make A Worksheet
Once you've settled down to
housekeeping, make a list of
jobs to be done. Husband and
wife should go over them and
divide up the work. He may
prefer vacuuming to mop wield-
ling, dish drying to dish washing.
Give him first choice.
Leave big cleaning jobs to
weekends. Prefect jobs for the
man of the house usually in-
clude window washing, mattress
turning, vacuuming and floor
mopping. Men are not good at
Detail. Scrubbing floors may be
done with dignity these days.
Squeeze-type mops make the
job simple and cleaners de-
signd for hard surfaced floors
dissolve quickly in warm water
and get the floor clean and
sparkling in a Jiffy. No rinsing
is needed. Use these whitfrollow-
der cleaners on painted surfaces,
as well as 'kitchen and bathroom
fixtures
When giving a man a chore
to do remember to choose good
products. If he complains about
the cleaning powder or mop,
don't try to justify its usefulness,
get him something else, or you'll
lose his services.
Men are not so gullible as
women about advertised pro-
ducts. They done care what the
item is called, all they want to





When two are catching the bus
in the moring, it's important not
to wake up to a messy household.
Put things away at night. That
goes for books, newspapers, and
ash loaded trays. Wash the
dishes before you got to bed.
On the other hand, keep this
in mind. Never let work chores
be a bone of contention. If you
are both tired, postpone, the
chores. Skip a cleaning up rou-
tine if it's a good day for seem-
Ming, gulf or a picnic. Be flexi-
ble Never make a fetish of
keeping the house clean fur
no reason at all. But try not to
make the chores overlap. If you
skip them for a time, catch up
the next trip, otherwise the




The accent is on youth in a.
Sew coordinated group of home
furnishings. Although designed
specifically with "young mar-
riedi" in Mind, it will suit any-
one who is furnishing a home
mei dr yam at beset.
ler sproibeamelli s a group
coopotolid ontiatie bed-
rolls, living ant dining room
as occasional tables and chairs,
-hiture and such accent pieces
hag" and Arum. Designed for
111111111111111mgeability and coordina-
ting - ilifthout regimentation, the
group offers style and quality
at a modest price.
The versatility of the pieces in
the group permit* custom ar-
rangements for the young home-
maker hankering for custom
made furniture—at budget prices
Outstanding pieces in the line
include hanging wall units which
art designed to grow "with the
budget." A variety of drawer,
rebinet and shelf units can be
attached to wall support units
in almost any arrangement. The
homemaker can purchase the
number which will fit her pres-
ent wall spire and, when she
moves to ,larger quarters, can
add more units.
..Moisile wrought iron pieces for
Indoor and outdoor living are
part of the group. Brilliant dec-
orator colors accent wrought iron
Wicket chairs on wheels, table
benches and tables which are
adaptable to the living room or*
patio.
Reel eom pieces include line-
up enrage units For irunance. a
30-inch chest can be aligned
with -a double dresser to look
like a triple dresser A variety of
bed headbeard styles are of-
fered, including a glamour-size
headboard all of 80 inches wide
with natural cane panels. Un-
usual brass drawer pulls dis-
tinguish the Mesta, which are
quite roomy. ,
The young homemaker can
furnish her hose. with pieces
from this group and know that





great deal of variety within
the line, so that she has freedom
oboice in decorating her home
wiht it. The various pieces can
be combined in many different
ways to create interlining and
gay to live with arrangements.
By United Press
High price of romance pote
the Jewelry Industry Creenell
tanates that annually .more
625 million dollars et, speelt
year on engagement NM
rings. The council
spending in May a
the peak sales mehtIONlans
132 million dollars!,
Safe scent: One! wrietlhelhatii
(Coty has come (iv wias a lock
atomizer for its coliiinw 
That is the easiest, but not
the most satisfactory
let waters. The cap on AetCIVee‘it 
ys 
turns a quarter of a circle to 
kindof shower to give. It usually
spray position; is closed veith 
turns out to be a hodgepodge,
another quarter tune- 
if left to the undirected is hirnsies
of • the guests, and not elways
a useful hodgepodge at that.
The calypso craee carries into
sungiass design for the summer. 
One way to give a miscella-
neous sisever a sort of central
One
the calypso inflt=lare"rhellteliss. 
e is to put • an ordinarymanufacturer
steel sprinkling can to work.
ponsible for its "cabana" sun- Hang it above the table holding
glasses, complete with red and .e_eye gifts. Fastern brightly colored
White striped awnings. I ribbons to the gifts and run the
ribbon:, up to the spout. of the
Look tor slink in the new lei- tilted can. The can itself may
sure wear for fall and winter, be festooned with flowers and
One fabrics company (Betrunit ribbons to provide a gay atmos-
Mills) features a new type cling- pher.
to-the-skin material which needs
no ironing. Sportswear designer
John Weitz of New York fea- dress, topped wfth full,
 apron-
tures the knitted fabric in an lige tie-on skirt of con
trasting
ankle-length sheath at-nerr,e material.
Some Advice To
Executives Wives
PITTSBURGH --AR— When a
business excective gets cozy with
a blonde at a cocktail party,
his wife should be sympathetic
instead of jealous.
"It's mit because he's a wolf
at heart, but because he is try-
ing to get recognition," explained
Dr. Robert J. Agnew, associate
professor of industry at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh.
The professor included this
advice in a discussion of the
Outies of the wives of executives.
This facet * a regular feature of
his course in management prob-
lems. ---•-
"If your husband meets frtLs-
tration in his work situation, he
may come home and proceed to
tell you off," Dr. Agnew said.
He advised the wife to realize
the husband is not angry with
his mate.
The wife should provide a
calm atmosphere at home as. a
relief from the tensions of mod-
ern business life that her hus-
band experiences, Dr. Agnew
said.
She should not insist that the
family 'keep up with the Johnes-
es, a demand to an early grave,"
the professer adde-11e4;-"*,,,
Above elk she side.die not Ut-
ast haeltusband I his bud-
Selkitvrilk effice.. Let
cohorny; • *hem teem., eg
bowI1o.1*aIkniglb&
trail:44mi, I •
rr, Atifer sell an executive's
tiould • be everything any
Kt *ire, slyitild be "plus a little
, MISCELLANEOUS
in 1946, the AVM •6111idar year
following the end o .nWorid Vfaa.
41' •
Currently, the marriage rate
shoe,* no pronounced geographic
pattern, according to the statis-
ticians. Existing variations re-
flect largely the extent to which
couples marry outside their own
state in order •to take advantage
of more favorable marriage regu-
lations.
The outstanding example is
Nevada, where the recorded mar-
riage rate was as high as 224.5
per 1,000 population in the 1954-
56 period. This was more than
seven times the rate of the
next highest state, Mississippi,
where it was 30.3 per 1.000.
New Mexico also recorded a
rate far above the national aver-
age.
At the other extreme, the
lowest marriage rate in the
country — 5.8 per 1,000 — was
registered in Deleware. Relatively
low rates were also recorded in
North Carolina (6.0), Oregon
400,000 Men And Women Will
March Down. Aisle In June
NEW YORK, N. Y. — About
400,000 men and women will
march down the aisle this month
in 200,000 traditional June wed-
dings, it is estimated by statisti-
cians.
The statisticians' estimate is
ba,sed on the fact that the daily
number of marriages in June
is usually about 45 per cent
greater than the daily average
for the year. Only in 1945, when
Millions of young people were
being released from the Armed
Services during the Autumn, was
June displaced as the most popu-
lar month for marriage. That
year the marriage ra t e was
highest in November and De-
cember.
The marriage rate in the Unit-
ed States has remained virtually
stationary in the last three years,
the statisticians point out, vary-
ing only from 9.2 to 0.4 per, pi
1,000 population, including thi,
Armed Xorces overseas. More-
over, the indications are that 
this pattern will continue for
(6.1), California (6.3), and Ala-
bama (6.4).
"The extraordinary high mar-
liege rate in Nevada results
from the large number of Cali-
fornia residents who marry In
Rene and Las Vegas, as well
as from the new marriages con-
tracted by persons from other
states who had been divorced
in Nevada," the statisticians con-
clude. "There are 10 states which
outrank Nevada with respect to
the actual number of marriages
performed. In fact, more than
twice as many are performed
each year in New York, and at
least one and one-half times as









coding quott4e • At
o!'1;'
gxir ernes; trte , rate f
1$ per 1.00 .the '.-,cre„pres-
non year of /11)34- tuattd
to the all-tlar 'hi* ..feLt J°38P11,1g 
These incluee
pets, mix.ng DOVidS, egg beaters,
USW es, *sinless steel 1t,ware,
Ways and chatting dishes, pitcher,
ice buceet, ash trays caniaembra,
fireplace screen and the various
electric appliances.
For decorations a perfect note'
is a Pretty umoreita---which can
be one of the bride's gifts be-
cause it has steel ribs—placed
open in the center of the table
to frame the- gifts. Around the
edge of the urnoreiia, at the
up of each steel rue attach a
ranee steel, cooking l ueensii—che-
drea's sets are iciest for this
pereeese---such as a small melee
pot, egg beater, spoon, etc.
centerpiece
may be made using a flower-
, ,A steel shower f
trimmed steel umorelia frame,
inserted partially open, into an
inverted futuret surruunuect by
l a wreath of forget-me-nuts.
KI1CHEN SHOWER
t Among gifts to deligtt a bride's
homemaking heart are the practi-
cal items to stock a well-equip-
ped koceen: Steel pots and pans
in a wide range of sizes and
at least two sturdy steel
openers. Cultery is ever welcome:
paring knives, potato peelers,
bread knife, carving set, set of
steak knives and botcher knives.
The quality of the knives is
important if they are to last.
For this reason by sure they
are made of stainless steel.
Steel canister sets are attractive
necessities. Other handy items
are sieves, graters, funnels, spa-
tulas, scrapers, measuring spoons




recTiope.personalize the gifts, each
girl could include her favorite
For decorations, a gaily dec-
orated garbage pail is novel.
CLEAN-UP SHOWER
Why not fill a galvanized
steel pail with cleaning supplies
—scrub brushes, sponges, steel
wool, scouring pads, ceeanser,
dust cloths, soap flakes, mops,
bottles of polish and
it not an elegant Oft,
squeegees,
but its practicality will I deer
it to the bride. If the girt are
feeling extra flush, several could
go together and buy a vacuum
cleaner or floor waxer.
OVERTIME FOR MARRIAGE
COLUMBUS, Ohio Aft- Frank-
lin County Probate Judge Ros-
coe R. Walcott must be expecting
a rash of June brides. He ordered.
the marriage license bureau to
remain open evenings tvitoe4ily
a week. 47
STEEL VIOWER
' d most practical
o shower features
any doolinderful gifts oh
the bride's home
beseibaul apd her house-
Pretty June bride, Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., and Miss Louise Lamb are
 en-
chanted with this lovely CARLYE Creation which is styled of biege alen-
















The snuish success of the new season
. . . the white shoe, adding its
frosty sparkle to all your white
and pastel clothes.



































































































Marriage is a most momentous
event in a woman's life.
Shaped by tradition that has
evolved over the centuries, t,,he
wedding ceremony emphasizes
the permanence of marruage....
And like anything that is to
last a lifetime, marriage requires
much care and preparation. Just
as a building is erected on the
finest steel girders, so the frame-
4 work of a wedding is constructed
of faithful attention to small
details.
Nuptial etiquette isn't a mean-
ingless conglomeration or ironclad
rules. There's reason or charming
Significance behol.every wedding
custom. Althoudi. they may keeP
the bride—au:id her '-yznother—
running in hectic, happy circles
for weeks before the big day,
neither would willingly forego a
single one of th
Make a
There are the
ordered and ha • to
both the groom's and
the bride's .list or four
weeks before the wedding.
If it's to be a math wedding.'
the couple shot*" falk to the
minister about reserving t hi
building, about decorations, m'isic,
and other arrangements.
At a formal wedding the bride
wears a traditional wedding gown
and. veil. The train is a matter
of preference. Her bridesmaids,
usually from one to six, and
maid or matron of honor, weal




• ing, making reception plans,
▪ gathering a trousseau—and get-
ting a good night's sleep before
the wedding—are only a Part
of the bride's responsibilties. As
for the brUnt of expenses—well,
that's what fathers' savings ac-
counts are for.
The groom isn't exactly idle,
either. He has to get the ring,
see to the license, give flowers
to the bride and the mothers,
provide the ushers with bouton-
nieres, give the bride a senti-
mental, memorable gift, arrange
the honeymoon, attend rehearsals,
ad fatigum.
Down the a,sle
the ceremony proceeds without PICTURE POINTER 1
hitch if . you don't count the Most photographers take pic- !
groom's only slightly ner"ustures of the church decorations,1
fumbling with the ring. The house and bridal table before !
reception is delightful and gay,the ceremony. You'll need the i
with caterers and photographers !
performing their chores with ,happiness .
unobstrusive efficiency. The work and planning to:
But the wedding day finally Finally the couple slips away, bring it off was monumental, home after the dress 
has beer,I
dawns The march down the j showered with rice arid good but what better monument es delivered, a few 
days before
aisle is maneuvered smoothly, - wishes, to begin a lifetime of be built than a happ), marriage? the wedding.
minister% permission to take
pictures during the cereinom
itself.
Usually the professional plait
grapher take; the formal picture'
of the bride in her wedding
dress either at the store during






Mrs. Carroll Farmer is pictured with the typical June bride, Mrs. Ellis, as
she shows her how easy and economical the Vornado is to operate. She is
also pointing out the httractive style fetatures of the new '57 Vornado.
You're invited to see them too, at
West Kentucky Electric




Since the groom faces the
prospect of paying all the little
woman's bills from now on,
doubtless he thinks it only fair
that Pop pick up the check for
the wedding.
Probably Pop's View is differ-
ent; but in the rush it is rare
for anyone to ask Ms opinion
on this particular matter. By
the tiraP the bill arrives the
happy couple are far away on
their honeymoon (paid for by
the groom).
Just who pays for what is
often a vexing problem, and it
is as well to get the long-
standing customs governing wed-
ding expenses straight right from
the beginning.
All that the bridesmaids are
responsible for—except any show-
ers in which they become involv-
ed—are their own dresses. These
are chosen by the bride, who
has complete authority on color
and design even. though she Uhl
paying the bill.
Besides the groom's outlay on
the obvious expenses, such as
engagement and wedding rings
and the marriage license, he
must also pay for his bachelor
dinner, the bride's bouquet and
going-away corsage, corsages for
his mother and mother-in-law,
his own a n d his attendants'
Wedding Picture 
'Make Party
The formal photographs of he
bride are taken immediatelyfill- GI
lowing the final fitting of the ay. Gifts
gown (not the day of the wed-
If needed for news paper re- practica• lding).
production, they should be fin-
ished well in advance of the
actual wedding day.
Makeup? The bride should a-
voitd using heavy makeup for
her photographs. s.
Almost no make up at all re-
sults in the loveliest of bridal
pictures,
boutomuneres, gloves and ties,
hotel bills of his attendants from
out-of-town, a present for each
of them, the minister's fee, and
his own wedding and honeymoon
clothes.
What does this leave father
with? Quite a tidy number of
items.
Etiquette is unbending in its
dictum that the bride's family
must sponsor the ceremony and
the reception—no matter how
poor her family or how well-off
her fiance's.
Among these main expenses
are all the arrangements • for
invitations and stationery, the
bridal outfit and the treusseau,
all flowers for the building and
reception all reception costs,
fees for the sexton, organist,
choir and soloists. transportatio.n
to and from the church building.
awnings and carpets. and cost
of overnight accommodations for
the bridesmaids, if necessary.
Shower The Groom Too •
Why leave the poor groesrl.
out when it comes to showers?
Let him get under that umbrella
with his fiancee and collect -softie
of the gifts that are going to
give them a good start in their
masrieb life.
There are plenty of suitable
presents which have a special
masculine appeal—an alarm clock,
for instance, or tie rack.
Or, more in the household
lams, /1 • ;ekpctrIF 105 gruahex
frosted beverages, a blender to
mix drinks, (which his ksride
can use Ail 'c'hop fruits and.,eut:s.•
puree Vied or make sauces), a
knife sharpener fee steak
meee-a-stnettelett gfrt.
Tools are also very popular
gifts today for many men. Gifts
they can really Use for fix-up
chores include hammers, a set
Of-"Wrenclaes,• drills and saws.
Showering the bride with gifts
of lasting' usefujness is a charin-
ing institution. And it's furijor
everybody.
In fact, the 'bride is rare who
would feel quite properly mar-
ried without at least one. shower
in her honor.
The party itself is all frothy
gaiety. But the gifts are practical
as practical can be. As Vogue
puts it: "The practical wedding
present—fur the bride."
The shower—v.ihich is given
by friends, never relatives of
the bride or groom—may center
around a luncheon, bride party,
tea or supper.
Usually the mothers of the
bride and groom and girl fiends
cf the bride's age are invited.
No one should be asked who
isn't on the wedding list.
Purpose of Shower
Imiitations may be given by
telephone or informal note. The
theme and color scheme, if any,
are included .in the invitations.
The main purpose of a shower'
is „to give the bride gifts she
needs to start housekeeping.
Since the same persons will have
to give wedding presents later
on, shower gifts are usually not
too expensive.
, But this doesn't rule out giving
larger gifts. Often two or more
g;'.4—or the whole group—svill
their money to buy a
toaster or electric coffee maker
or rotisserie. These gifts make
more setie Abaci
ageless contributions'
at attic later on.
The most sydeeissful skewers




bOrafe4 lo be tifec-
tise4: (ingenuity and good taste
are what couner,
One good basic decoration—
which can be varied to suit--ia
the opened urooreliao standing
Know Your
Birthstones
For engagement rings, bridal
presents or anniversary gifts a
ring or pin with the birthstone
in it is always lovely.
















' When a church building has
no center aisle, the family of
the bride sits at the left side
of the righthand aisle, the family
of the groom at the right of
the left aisle. The right aisle
is used Mr the procession to.,
the altar and the left aisle for
the return procession.
CATER TO THE CATERER
If you're giving a reception
in a private home, you'll, find
it easier to call in a caterer
than, to try to do it all yourself.
A. catigillegPiek.. lieves the bride's
s a insures a care-
mother- tiresome re-
fave.• e for the bride.
itECEPTION
nable to give •
*Our home, hotels
focialbebccepted substitute.
The roem will be festively dec-
orated for the occasion, and the
catering e care of the
nment problem






















pictured as he shows Mr. and M
the new Kroehler Living Room
Brocade and it's so comfortable
Suites in all price ranges.
rs. /-folmes Ellis, Jr., popular June
Suite. The upholstery is of a love-










































































Happy Is The Bride The Sun
Shines On; Retailers Too
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK 1ft — Happy is
the bride, the sun shines on....
and happy are the retailers
catering to her needs.
For the bridal business has
become big busiaess and manu-
facturers hear a cash register
jingle throughout the wedding
march.
The research department of
Retailing Daily estimated that I
spending for the bride averages
$4,500,000,000 a year. This sum
covers everything from a bridal
gown to the pots and pans for
the new house or apartment. It
anclikles the engagement and
wedding rings, gifts to and
from — the couple, the reception,
even the honeymoon.
Retailers look happily to the
futtire too — they estimate that
marriages will increase to 2,500,-
000 yearly by 1975. Last year,
the U. S. 'Census Bureau said,
the total was 1,569,000.
June Is Ptak Month
June was the peak month,
follmvect closely by August and
September.
Retailing Daily did not • try
to estimate how the total spend-
ing is doled out. But other organ-
izations have.
-We figure each bride means
about $3,000 in sales," said. Mrs.
Dorothy Cavanaugh. who as head
!of the bridal department at
Macy's, each year helps outfit
10,000 brides. "But only a small
part ot that is on the gown
alone....she spends ,from $15
to $25 on it."
Mrs. Vavanaugh also noted
two other trends. "Brides are
younger, on the average, each
year," she said. "And the formal
wedding is making a comeback."
Modern arid e Magazine re-
cently hired an outside research
prehensive study of bridal spend-
prehensive tudy of bridal spend-
ing and came up with these
findings:
Within Eight Weeks ..
By the end of eight weeks
of marriage, the newly-weds are
responsible for the concentrated
purchases of $3,224 in merchan-
dise and services — from honey-
moon to home furnishings—
The cost of trousseau runs
about $243; cost of the„ wedding
dresS • alone, average,- OS:- ceest4
of bridesmaids' gowns, each $32. 1
The study showed the bride-
groom spends an average of
$399 for the engagement ring;
got
$97 is spent on the wedding
ring.
The magazine estimated cost
of the wedding ceremony and.
-reception at $575. Cost of the
honeymoon .averaged $361, or 27
per cent more than the couple
had expected to shell out.
It study also showed today's
bride holds a job and plans




of course.. a gift
get constant use.
You wouldn't want '
those hopeless presents that
ter an attic until it's dusted
and put on display when
donor is expected to visit.
Take the kitchen, the center
of home life. Just about every-
thing these days that goes into
a kitchen—except the bride, of
course—is made of enduring steel.
All appliances—large and small
—are made to last. Pots and
pans, knives, gadgets and utensils,
garbage cans. cannisters. i c e
crushers—the list goes on and
Oil
Personal Gifts, too!
PO, other parts of the house,
yeti will always f,ind practical
gift ideas. An electric bed.. rover
to keep her warm and an electric
fan to keep her cool are bedroom
equipment.
There are items to - peep her
beautiful and _feeling:PR as a
bride for years to come, hair
dryer ,electsic shaver, manicuring
set.
Don't forget the personal gifts
gut* as a sports' Watch, luggage
or umbrella iiT IMott didn't get
one at the shower
A clock is a timely gift. It
will help her • help- hint - get -
work on time. A olock-radio
gives years of pleasure.
One of the most pressing items
Is a steam or, dry iron. And don't
In choosing a gift for a bride.
the Golden Rule is—as usual
—a good rule of thumb.
Just put yourself to her white
satin shoes and thlek hat you'd





Taking a trip ?
Let us prepare your clothes for that treasured vacation
or wedding trip to assure good grooming.
sm.
PHONE 44
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., typical bride, examines the care-
fully packaged sweaters which have just been cleaned









THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
i ttistget the ironing boardI Perhaps she likes to garciso •
Tools are a sharp idea.
Brides like to start out beim
tidy. What coold he more helofut
than nroobel c'oset Rees:series'
shoe. toas and belt reek
multiple skirt, b'oose and trouser
hangers hat stands and varrnerr
'sags An inviting closet is goer,
for husband training too. fir.
wouldn't be calig.ht throwing his
clothes...around wlih such lovely
surroundings to hang therm-in.
A gift that won't last very
long, steel though will be
so deeply appreciated she'll for-
give it it short, merry life. It's
a gift box of canned delicacies
such as smoked clam,, cocktail
meat halls, date nut breadeboned
chicken and other' yummies. These
are wonderful for the brIle and
sroçins as a party of two or
wi they're entertaining.
F•r Bride's Desk
Since marriage Ions its business
side, why not outfit the bride's
dedc with stanler. paner c'iso
letter opener anti scissors, hole
-••iocher. pengil sharpener ancl
boxes for recipes bile •
You'll . be smooth -ng tht I
r ins rough bodgeGins eiGs!on
Decorative gifts Inc:I:de—trays—
boWls. pltcheri, "vwe). ashtrays
Cigarette boxes nal ;letter,
atiokends. wall brackets.
And don't forget stainless stee:
flatware, the pride cf the bride't
disner table
For the bride who likes t,
entertain why not folding snack
tables, bridge chairs and table
ice bucket, 'cocktail shaker, or
thafilag dish? An': tor outiGn-r
-nteftaining, lawn furniture
,ackgarct barbecue gr.lis can't b,
R I NG Ht3re ,y
The history of Ale weddins
, ing reaches far ;ack Ott, pre
. istoric days. 1 it ea..,y wornai
vas supposed to ha.e sat befor
ocr Cale displaying a exec,
f rushe, aroun hsr waist or
sskle. Later, 'kiss e • or-lwiro
•poure replaced tht rushes wilt '
• band of / iron—in thee days;
it would probably be steel—to
signify the enduring nature of
!he relationship. The circle was
an early pagan symbol of eternal
life). The band eventually wound
up on the third finger of the
left hand.
SHOWERING THE BRIDE
Bridal showers probably orig—
Mated in the 1890's when a
guest had an idea. She put all
the little packages for the bride
in a parasol. When the bride
opened the parasol s he was










No Strict Rules Govern The
Gift For The Newlyweds "
'll
Give the newlyweds a bird pr
esent • 'odd pieces of china.
bath as a wedding gift if you 
Brides' gift tables are frequently
think they'll like it. There are no fille
d with such useless (in
strict roles today about what to 
quantity) pieceg as cake plates,
give the wedding couple. And hors 
d'oeurve platters„ coasters.
you are not obligated to give a Determi
ne beforehand- how your -,
gift just because you were in- china 'gift 
can help add up to
vited and attended the wedding. something.
Silver, china. glassware. linens i Table glassware is a real l
ux-
and small electrical 'applicances ury for most brides at the ou
tse,
are the most popular presents , of marriage. But you should fj,
ki
for the bride. Copper pots and out whether she takes
pans and French ovenware are 
 I*
glassware straight or with de-
gaining in importance in the 
I
find sign. Even a few goblets
American kitchen, and starter I should be very appreciated.
sets are usually welcome. Ditto Table linens are easier on the
for a trend to wood with salt and Imagination . You don't need to
pepper grinders, trays and salad match them to anything unless
bowls on every bride's preferred You want to make the effort.
list.
Know H•r Silver Pattern
You should know the bride's
silver pattern, however, if you
plan to get her silver She
certainly will not want a hodge-
podge of design whether flat-
ware or huloware. Extra forks
and knives are always welcome
and easy on the budget But.
you can got on to serving spoon,
gravy ladle or a couple of demi-
tasse spoons or a whole place
setting. depending on your poc-
ketbook. Duplicate pieces may,
always be exchanged by the
bride.
•She'll probably have her pref-
erences in china, also, so if you
plan to give her a place setting,
be sure you find out her heart's
desire. It is a good idea not to
'You can pick your •price range,.
atarting with place mats and
napkins to luxurious luncheon
and dinner cloths.
Nylon or Percale
Bedroom and bathroom linens
are. good gifts, has, but most
brides have definite ideas on the
subject. Some prefer nylon sheets,
others percale, still others start at
the top bracket Irish linen sheets.
Battiroom linens depend on the
color scheme unless you give
white with white initials.
Electrical appliances such ,,as
toasters, broilers, blenders, waf-
fle iron steam iron, mixers are
all fine gifts but be sure to pur-
chase them where there will
be no difficulty in -making an
exchange.
Bride's Hobbies Are Guide
To Choice Of Useful Gifts
Shower the bride's hobbies—
and watch them groW..
Whether she plans to live in
the country, suburbs or city,
• Mg pre-ordained that
the bri e• will develop a green
ii
theepb. v e hes plants, window
box* gais, lbs, I ves, flower pots,
i 
;,- wall Ivailt ipaldeily. garden tools.
kidaws. tithe may mime
a n'%title afiurqu.
if libel atisIsei girl, what
aBstit'-'a compass, sports watch.
• flashlight? And the diversified
. new picnic equipment—insulated
Jugs, barbecue grins, insulated
bags—is almost a "must" these
- day., ---- - --,---- - -- - ' - -
If entertaining is her special
delight, shower her with stainless
steel fatware for the dining table,
"I Always Enjoy Eating At
The KENTUCKY COLONEL,




Ice bucket or cocktail shaker,
chafing dishes, cigarette acces-
sories, snack tables, bridge chairs
- and table. corn popper....the
gift list is as long as -she'll be
able le make her guest list.
Wheteser the bride's hobby,
shell appreciate your remember-
ing with gifts that indulge bill
it and her.
Use Maiden Initials
If the bride's trousseau is
marked, the linen and silver__
should bear her maiden initiaisl
'After she Is ripened, the metsitS ,,_
grams should signify her ' firii
I name, her maiden surname d
her husband s surname. 
f
1
Arrs. Pearl Allison, waitress, is,
sawn at left as she ,prepare -
to take .etn•order tor the popular
bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Ellis, Jr., as they relax
in the air-conditioned ,,restaurant.
THE KENTUCKY COLONEL
4th & SYCAMORE JIM PIERCE and 
GEORGE STEELE, owners
cmumasime,.. • • • mew; 
•.r. •









2ride's Cal en clai% 
TWO MONTHS BEFORE visit your clergyman to make
arrangements for wedding...dhoose at--
tendants...get estimates for music,
church decorations and 
catering.../
order invitations...start shopping
for your wedding dress and trousseau
...register your patterns in flat and
holloware with a local Gift Registry.
ONE MONTH BEFORE address your wedding invi—
tations and mail them within a week
••• decide on menu for reception...
buy gifts for groom and bridal party
...schedule fittings for your wedding
gown...arrange bridal lunch or tea.
ONE WEEK BEFORE announc• time of rehearsals
...set up wedding gift display...pre-
pare story for newspapers...check with
caterer, photographer and florist.
c• is
• .10
ONE DAY BEFORE have your hair a•t ...complete El
packing...chock every item you will
wear next day...and then RELAX.
• • • • •
A carefully worked-out schedule of what to do, and when,
will help the Bride-to-be. (See suggested Check Last above.)
Don't Be Scared By Jokes,
Mother-In-Law Is Human, Too
Anybody ever hear tell of a!
wicked old fathar-in-law' Nope. I
But mama-in-law is somebody
71, else. She managers to keep alive
some very stale jokes and haunt
the dreams of every bride-to-be
Silly, isn't it' You've just ac-
quired one of her prized posses-
sions. Why not relax and try
to understand it.
Drop that chip from your
shoulder and try to win Mom
over. Your spouse will like you
fcr it and lf truth be known
Mom is ready to be won.
Good Advice Is Cheap
Sure there'll be those moments
when she wants to darn his
socks, give you advice on how
to make gravy or how to make
a bed But why not' Even if
you do it better what can you
lose trying to be a good sport
when she's around' You'll find
too, when you cooperate. that
Mom can be a good sport, too
• and maybe some of her tips are
worth the trouble.
Of course there are mothers-
in-law who are problems. Just
as many perhaps as daughters-
in-law. The world is full of
tactless, selfish people and they're
not limited to one sex. either.
Your rule of thumb should
be to rise above the situation,
whatever it is. What's wrong
ik with saying "thanks Mom I'll
W try that." Or caling her oc-
casionally and suggesting that
"it's been so long since you've
seen her" instead of putting
her in the position of finding
some excuse to visit you. After
all, she may be lonely.
A Test For You
If you feel you are competing
oath your mother-in-law for
your husband's affections, you
are immature. He might love
his mother's apple pie and bis-
cuits, but it didn't keep him
from marrying you.
If your mother-in-law lives
with you there probably will
be problems, occasionally. They
are similar to those you'd face
with roommates or your own
family if you had to live with
them after marriage. People like
to meddle into other people's
business. Don't let it get you.
You'll need to be firm, to
overlook many things, to have
a sense of humor and to impress
your mother-in-law with a fact
—it is your home. Plan the
meals, order the groceries and
make the decisions Accept your
mother-in-law's advice graciously.






Give a bride her wish, and
likely as not she'll take electric
housewares.
Either as a shower or a wed-
ding gift, nothing delights the
heart of the prospective home-
maker half so much as an electric
gppliance, Therter, a vacuum
cleaner or portable television or
vibrator.
In the kitchen her coffee maker
will turn out perfect coffee for
her very first breakfast in the
new home. Her electric mixer
and waffle iron insures Waffles
just the way he likes them.
No burnt toast will pop from
the automatic toaster: the orange
juice is just right aerated in the
blender.
But the perfect first break- I
fast will be followed by a per-
fect dinner if she has been
given an automatic skillet with
controlled heat, a broiler, a rotis- I
gerie. 2 pressure cooker.
Then there are shredders, juice
extractors, deep fry fryers, egg
cookers, hood mixers, ice cream
freezers, ice crushers. k nife
sharpeners, meat grinders, roast-
ers, sandwich grills, hand mixers
—all designed to let the in-
experienced bride serve meals
that look and taste like an
expert's. With such first rate
help constantly assisting her,
how could she miss?
Other wonderful features of
the many electric housewares
available to help the bride keep
house: They're easy to take
care of, stay lovely forever and
are a constant reminder of the
donor.
BRIDE-AND-GROOM CENTERPIECE, made from empty
soup cans, is a unique decoration for the shower table. (See




At double weddings, the pro-
cedure is generally the same
as when there is only one bride
and groom. As a sule, the older
girl takes precedence over the
younger and she and her wed-
ding party first walk up the
aisle.
The same goes for the seating
of parents, with the older couples
seated in the first pesVls, the
younger ones in the second pews.
The bridesmaids, and ushers may
be evasky divided between the
two groups, but each bride should
have her own maid of honor,
and eacb, groom his own best
man
For The Hope Chest
The hope chest is the name
generally given for the early
acquisitions of a girl's trousseau.
There may be no potential bride-
groom in sight, but the hope
chest may be filled with linens,
silver and household adornments.
All of these items, of course
will bear the girl's maiden initials
if they are monogrammed at
all.
THE LEDGER & TIMES ,— MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Here Are Some Of The Well
Known Wedding Traditions ,
Here comes the bride!
And dosen't she look simply
beautiful and divine!
But have brides always worn
white? And why do they 'ear
a veil' Where does the word
wedding come from' And why
does she wear a ring on her
third finger left hand?
Traditions, superstitions and
customs have come down through
the aaes out of the mists of the
past. Many have legendary roots,
many have been inspired by
circumstances. but all are com-
bined as "musts" for anyone
getting in step to the tune of
"Lohengrin."
For instance, un until the Re-
naissance period, European
brides wore red or scarlet.
scarlet.
Anne of Brittany. Wife of
Louis XII of France. was mar-
ried in a white satin gown minus
any adornment. From then on,
white satin became the fashion
for brides.
Veils first were used amone
primitive people as a means of
keeping evil spirits away from
the bride. Later, during the
Christian era, the veil came to
be symbolic of the woman's
forsaking all others others and
keeping her charms for her
husband.
A rural note is linked with the
word "Wedding". It was once
used as "wed." to mean money,
horses or cattle which the groom
gave as security and as a pledge
to prove that he had bought
the bride from her father. Being
exchanged for a team of horses
or a herd of cattle is a handy
idea for tae bride to keep in
mind!
Speaking of the veil the custom
of wearing orange blossoms stems
from the tradition that they bring
good luck and happiness, and
also in the languagesgif flowers
they mean purity anrryhastity.
The diamond as the engage-
ment ring comes from the old
superstiton that the sparkle of
this stone is supposed to have
originated in the fires of love.
The Greeks had a reason for
wearing the ring on the third
finger left hand. They thought
that there was a certain vein of
blood which passed from this
finger to the heart. -
Then, too, the reason a wo-
man wears a ring.,---and this is
ancient Weary at Wend or
something—is that it signifies the
wife's subjection to her husband.
Nobody has come up with a
good story as to why the hus-
band wears a ring too!
Ever heard the story about the
best man? He is the one whom
suggestion names as the strong-
armed warrior who assisted the
would-be bridegroom to carry
, The bridal consultant at your
favorite store will bg glad to
advisib you about yolk wedding
gown, bridesmaids' dresses, trous-
seau, etiquette—any problem, in
fact. lier years of experience
will be a big help to you.
off his bride
And now the honeymoon. It
is supposed to symbolize the per-
iod during which the bridegroom
forced to hide his prize until her





A practical gilt for 'the bride
is a set of cleaning subplits
to help her keep a spick-and-span
home.
Two or more galvanized steel
pails top the list, since many
cleaning chores require one pail
for soapy wash water and another
for rinse water.
Other musts tor setting up
housekeeping include: -
Dish cloths and towels, scrub
brushes, sponges, bar, flake and
liquid soap, cleanser, steel wool,
scouring pads, and, of course a
carpet sweeper.
You may not think it's a
romantic gift, but when it comes
to mopping a floor—and most
brides do come to it—a pail
and sponge mop delight a girl's
IffilDAL BOUQUET
The groom always buys the
Bridal buuquet, although the
bride selects it. It will be either
all' white or of delicate pastel
flowcrs to match a pastel wed-
gown.
Your florist Wii be glad to
I make a bouquet with a detach-
able corsage in the center. You
i can take it out to pin to yourgoing-away suit before tossing
heart. the bouquet to your attendants.
Lovely June Brides
Will Be
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., former Miss
Rozene Dowdy, models one of the
many beautiful Catalina Swim.Suits
now on display at Littleton's.
• •
deppergiesdy
From Catalina ... impish
and hip-biding Leese: bo-f•lea




Striking Now Beauty In
BRASS 'N
by hro
le•••,•• tabill 34" wick that
094•1 "VII AO t f•clvs,v•
pett•rni an alm•-d•fying plastic
tab‘• bps pnclvd• elteme•d-tmiay
..00,agratets that match velth ate.",
I•el .n at coot Excl•••• now
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Style Shown
In Picture
MANY OTHER STYLES NOW







Sonny Crass points out to popular bride, Mrs. Ellis,
the winning features of the new Chrome Craft Din-
ette pictured below. Styles for all occasions.
sal 3950


















The groom's expenses for a
wedding are as specific as those
of the bride's family. He is res-
ponsible for the following: bache-
lor &ruiner, marriage license,
wedding ring for trie bride, wed-
ding gift to the bride, flowers;
bride's boquet, corsages for
mother of the bride and mother
of the groom, corsage for the
bride when she leaves on her
honeymoon, boutonnieres for fa-
ther of the bridegroom, best
man, ushers and bridegroom.
He pays for wedding ties,
gloves, and personal gifts for
the best man and ushers, clergy-
man's fee. All expenses of the
honeymoon, are his and com-
plete furnishings of the home
into which he takes his new
bride.
INVITING INVITATIONS
When the bride and her mother
have completed their invitation
and announcement lists they
should go to a stationer and
settle on a style from his samples
of engraving. And remember to
allow him plenty of time to
deliver.
Pointers On How To Select
Diamond Rings Give Hints
Rare today is the young man
who gets down on one knee,
pops the question and pulls a
sparkling diamond from his poc-
ket. Chances are that he will
sit nervously on a chair, that
she will not be taken too much
by surprise, and that the two
of them later will choose the
engagement ring together.
It the young man fears his
fiancee will choose a ring out
of his financial means, he may
visit the jeweler first and give
him his price range.
Here are some of the basic
ABC's of buying engagement and
wedding rings.
1 The diamond's weight is
measured in carats. Each carat
has 100 points—a half carat
She'll Love You Forever ...
If You Put Her Feet On
BIGLOW CARPETS
Z. Enix proudly shows the newly married couple,'
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., his Bigelow Carpet -
Samples. Z. is proud of his large selection of high
quality carpets. He has carpets for all occasions -




wow' 4,• • .
ECONOMY - THRIFT!
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., lovely new bride, is shown
shopping through, Johnson's produce department
where she sees her choice fresh fruits and vege-







Coldwater Ross Phones 25
JOHNSON' S GROCERY
South 12th Street JESSE 30HNS0N. owner Phone 1975
-r
diamond has 50 pc:Ants. The price ,
of a diamond will depend on I
the number of points, on its
clarity or freedom from imper-
fections, on its color and cut
which determine the stone's bril-
liance and sparkle.
Therefore, two diamonds may
cost the same, but one may be
larger than the other, one may
have spots of carbon or internal
cracks not visible to the naked
eye, one may have slight tints
of yellow or brown which mar
its beauty. The bluer the tint,
the more valuable the diamond.
2. Although a diamond is one
of the. hardest stones known,
it can be cut into several forms.
The must popular among brides-
to-be is the round or brilliant
cut which has 58 facets. Then
there is the emerald-cut, general-
ly rectangular in shape, a modern
design known for its depth and
clarity.
Diamond rings alo feature the
marquise cut and the pear cut,
each unusually shaped with 58
facets. Another new style Is the
lovely heart-shaped diamond en-
gagement ring.
3. The general term "solitaire"
means simply the ring has only
one stone in it. When a diamond
is small, sides stones may be
placed around it to make it
appear larger, and then it is
calico a center stone.
4. Now for the setting for
your ring. Generally this will
aepend on your personal pret-
erencos and the size of the
diamond. A small diamond can
appear larger if it has a picture
frame border of white metal
and some baquettes on the sides.
his illusion mounting aiso pro-
tects the diamond.
For rings with larger stones,
say whim cost 'up to $500,
jewelers advise a simple setting
with all the investment going
into one aiamona, insteisci ot
several smaller ones. White metals
such as white gold, piatinuni
or paladium are popular. 'I he
litany setting is one of yellow
goio, with no sidestones.
lf your fiance cannot afford
a ammonia ring — and rememoer
there t.is no rule saying you
must have one — a wristwatch
or a birthstone ring will co,
just as well. After all, it isn't
the sparkle, but the sentiment,
.,hat counts.
As much as possible, the wed-
ding band should match the
engagement ring. The narrower
the band, the larger the stone
will appear. For double ring
ctremonies, jewelers can match
both the bride's and the bride-
groom's bands. Inside the bands
should be the couple's initials




Edgar Shirley is shown with the bride and groom, Mr.
4111111111 01011111MI row#41111wr-
and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., as he shows them a sample
of his large selection of cut flowers.
"Flowers For All Occasions"
SHIRLEY FLORIST






Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., are pictured above with
•- ir--..-omor•-mornmmor imam • - ONO MR. 44mlir •
William Furches as they admire her lovely new diamond-610
ring which was chosen from the wide selection of rings
now on display at 
FURCHES JEWELRY
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Gleaming Gifts Of Stainless




Stainless steel has some of
the magic that the ancient al-
chemists were seeking. It is
made for the young married
who thinks, feels and lives in-
formally.
Think how awkward it would
have been fifteen years ago to
'site a bride a gift made of
steel. Today, you can shower the
bride with gifts of steel. It is
likely she will never have en-
ough!
Electric appliances, stove to
tableware, kitchen utensils and
flatware made of stainless steel
will last a lifetime, can never
rust or tarnish, need no scouring,
will not dent, chip, or scratch,
O 
and like glass, shed tastes and
odors easily. It is next to precious
gold and platinum in its ability
to withstand time, wear and
corrosion. Though beautiful and
malleable, it is almost alone
in its toughness and surface
resistance to wear.
Family of Metals
What makes it stainless? Why
is it sometimes bright and some-
times 
dull?
Actually it is a family of
metals. The most common fam-
ily characteristic is chromium.








Next most common ingredient
is nickel. This tends to produce
a whiter or more silver color.
Other members of the family
bear a close resemblance to each
other, yet each is slightly dif-
ferent, having certain talents and
traits for special jobs.
Here are some rules which
will assure you of getting a
quality stainless steel product:
1. Because stainless is stainless
all the way through, judging the
value of stainless steel is simply
a matter of evaluating what
you can see.
2. Look for proper grading
(a blanced thickness). It provides
the right symmetry, wear and
"feel" to the item. Look for a
spoon or fork that is somewhat
thicker at the neck than at
the extreme ends. The bowl
of the speon should taper or
grade toward the sides.
3 ClieCk that the finish is
uniform. That both shles of the
handles are smooth to touch
and polished in conformity to
the flatter areas.
4. Knives: the choice of stain-
less steel knives depends largely
upon preference and the service
for which they are intended.
Good quality gainless knives
have excellent editing edges, are
highly durable corrosion resis-
thnt, and seldom need restiarp-
ening.
Type Is,Important
In these days of high quality
manufacturing, whether the blade
is forged • or ground strip has
no bearing on the excellence
of the edge. More important is
the type of stainless steel used
and the control exercised in
manufacturing. Blades made from
strip steel are usually of nearly
equal thickness throughout the
length, except where metal has,
been ground away to provide'
the edge. Forged blades are
often tapered.
5. Look for a simple design.
It is less costly as Well as more
in keeping with a material Cap-
able of high luster and a beauty
all of its own. Moreover stainless
steel needs no bumps and knobs
to protect its surface from scrat-
ching; it is sufficiently hard in
itself to resist marring.
If you want to give stainless
steel pots and pans (you couldn't
lmake a sounder investment),
keep in mind that this material
Is a poor conductor of hea
t.
That means that for dry cooking,
frying or brazing a stainless pan
must have some other metal
that is a good conductor bonded
to it. Here are some of t
he
combinations of metals used in
!Kxlast's quality stainless steel
cooking equipment:
1) Aluminum-cast bottom. 2)
Copper clad bottom. 3) Stainless
steel bonded to a copper sheet.
4) Ordinary steel sandwiched,
between two layers of stainless.
5) Copper sandwiched between
two layers of stainless steel.
Popular June Bride Chooses
REED & BARTON SILVER
stir
Mrs. Oliver Cherry is pictured above with Mrs. Holmes










Ass married woman you will be
entertaining friends in your home and
sterling for your table will be an
important pan of your new life.
So register your silver now, in time
for gifegivers to add to your service.
Pnces are for 6-pc place set. and
Inc 1. Fed. tax.
,131
Southern Belles •
Love Reed &13,-- ton Sterlinj
The Cherry's
"For Gifts of Distinction"
eV'
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VERSATILE. This portable steam iron is one of the most
practical gifts a lucky bride can receive. It's so light and
compact it can be taken along on the honeymoon and, of
course, it can be used forever after
6) inary steel between two I left in
lays, of stainless, plus an out- too hot
side layer of copper plate. 7)
Iron sandwiched between two
layers of stainless steel.
Each of these is an excellent
heat 'conductor for stainless steel.
Any one of the above combina-
tions will perform a lifetime
of service with a minimum of
care.
Of course in certain areas
of application, the fact that
stainless is a poor conductor
of heat, can be an advantage.
For example, a stainless spoon
hot soup will not get
to hold.
* Clean Pots and Pans
If your gift is for a truly
modern lartrie t one who wants
none of the boredom of house-
hold chores—but all of its plea-
sures), a table service or a
pot and pan that will clean with
soap and water and yet be
pretty enough to use for "spit
and polish" occasions, will surely
appeal to her. And if the budget
'permits, she'll iv, fl
it.
want to
Get A Clergyman's Advice
Lest You Make Some Mistakes
It'sa long-term contract: "Prom
this day forward, for better.
'.,r worse..,. till death do us
.rt." Before you sign, it might
Lie wise to read the fine print.
Its fact, your minister says
veu'd better come in and get
a lull analysis of the terms—or
you're liable to find you've made
a deal you don't understand.
'Often young, couples have
little idea of ; the' full meaning
and significance of marriage'"
says Dr. Randolph Ray.
"They do not realize that
marriage is a sacramental act.
a commissuirung of their lives
to a plan laid down by God."
He Counseled 30,000
Dr. Ray has married some
30,000 couples, insists on coun-
seling sessions before any cere-
mony.
"The young people who go
to theit minister for thorough,.
earnest and practical advice be-
fore their marriage have much
grear chances for a happy
mars ge than those who fail
to ci so," he says.
Pre-marital instruction, says
Msgr. John M. Costello, is a
firm obligation — and an "es-
sential step" — for couples mar-
ried in t h e Roman Catholic
church.
I "In taking such a crucial step
in their lives," he asserts, "it
is supremely important that they
have full knowledge of the na-
ture and duties of marriage,
and of the difficulties that can
prevent success."
Mhgr. Costello, presiding judge
of the New York Archdiocese
Chancery court, said such in-
struction was needed not only
to give couples a true concept
of marriage—but tc help 'them
avoid common. mistakes. -
As head of 'the court which
handles about 750 matrimonial
problem cases a year, he prob-
ably has as much first-hand
knowledge as any Catholic priest
in the nation of the hazards
and storms which can beset
matriage.
• "Married life is never static,"
he says. "It can't be the perpetual
honeymoon so many imagine. It
involves sacrifice, changes in
habits, care of the -home, new
and difficult disciplines s- and
consecration."
Home Wedding
The largest room is cleared
for the ceremony and an altar
improvised at some focal point of
the room.
Seats are not usually protided.
If the room is very large. rib-
its are put in place just be-
fore the entrance of the bride's
and groom's mothers to preserve
an aisle.
For large- home weddings, a
small section for the parents
and mmediate relatives is roped
off on eigier side of the altar,




Linens can be , dizplayed in a
dedorated laundry basket.
Harmony Is Vital
Rabbi Edward E. Klein of
Stephen Wise Free Synagogue:
"If one party has a religious
philosophy of life, and the other
does not," he said, "it can be a
major source of tension because
religion is so close to the core of
our being.
"It is the framework of our




Scott Drug has the favorite cosmetics - the newest sum-
me rf fragrances which are so popular. We invite you to
r +mum -
shop our newly remodeled, air-conditioned store for your
choice cosmetics.
PP`
Pictured bel w is the Ledger & Times typical June Bride', Mrs. Holm
es
Ellis, Jr., as she shops with the aid of Mrs. Geneva Hurt, who is in






Best Wiles For A Beautiful Colorful Home....
We have the latest Spring and Summer colors and





4th & Maple St. Phone 383
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis lobk
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Marriages May Be Made In Heaven, But
Weddings Take Plenty Of Planning
Marriages may be made in
heaven — but weddings take a
good deal of planning here and
Dow.
Your wedding is production,
from the ritual and the final say-
ing of "I do" to choice of flowers,
music and invitations. No mat-
ter the type of cerempny, the
size of wedding or the place,
there are numerous details which
even the bride on the highest
cloud must face as facts. It can
be fun too.
You want your wedding to be
as perfect as possible—a day
for you, your future husband,
your families and friends to
remember.
Start planning at least three
months before the wedding.
SETTING THE TIME
The first question for the bride
and groom to answer if "when
ito marry"—the month, date
and hour. Time of the ceremony
may vary with the section of
the country, with the afternoon
wedding-4 or 4:30—most pop-
ular in the east, and the evening
wedding-8 or 8:30—preferred in
the south middle west and west
coast.
Fashionable Catholic weddings,
celebrated wth a Nuptial Mass,
are held before noon. Simple
ceremonies, without a mass, may
be held in the morning or after-
noon. No Jewish wedding may
take place from sunset on Friday
until sunset on Saturday.
Because the bride and her
family assume financial respon-
sibility for the wedding, it usually
is up to them to decide on the
type of wedding. Of course, the
groom and his family should
be consulted often. Do you want
it to be small and simple or
large and elaborate? Will it be
formal, semi-formal or informal'
Do you want it at a church or at
home?
PLANNING THE BUDGET
It may be helpful to draw up
two budgets: One for the wed-
ding. the other for the reception
Decide how much you can afford
to spend and estimate the number
of persons to be invited. Always
keep in mind your own particular
tastes, because your wedding
rightly should be a reflection of
your personality.
There are three basic wedding
arrangements from whic you can
choose.
1. A large formal church, club
or hotel wedding, followed by a
large.reception at home, club or
hotel,
2. A formal, semi-formal or in-
formal wedding at church, home,
club or hotel, followed by a small
home or club reception to which
only the families and intimate
friends are invited.
3. A small wedding in a
church, home or club followed by
a large reception.
If you have a small chapel
wedding and no reception after-
wards, the bride and groom may
receive their guests near the en-
trance of the church.
YOUR WEDDING TIMETABLE
THREE MONTHS before the
wedding you should secure the
church, club or hotel in which
you want to be married and the
church, club or hotel in which
Mrs. J. E. Littleton and Mrs. Ellis are shown admiring
a matching gown and poignoire by Vanity Fair.
Pretty!
Leaves of spring . . .
by
Fresh as Spring's first breeze with a wide sweep
of skirt beneath a slender slash of bodke important
with embroidery. Most pleasing in the tender
new pastels. Sizes 32 to 40.




scatter a fresh note of
flattery on this gracefully
bodiced gown of nylon tricot.
In colors to delight—Lilac
Mist, Primrose Yellow,
Aquamarine, Hothouse Pink,
Heaven Blue and Dawn
Pink. Average sizes




We have this popular gown
in Tall and larger sizes,
at a slightly higher price.
you want to be married and the
place in which you will hold
your reception; arrange for the
clergyman and organist, find out
about their fees and church rules
for decoration and set a date for
your rehearsal.
At this point the caterers and
consultants—wedding, home plan-
ning and gift—come in handy.
These specialists, found in many
stores around the country, will
help you organize and execute
the weddingy plan your home
furnishings and see to it you
receive the gifts you want and
need. They do not charge for
their services.
Prepare your invitation list by
consulting v•ith the bridegroom
and the two sets of parents.
Generally each side is allowed
the same number of guests. Or-
der the invitations. If the wed-
ding will be small, hand-written
notes are in occier.
Decide on the size of your wed-
ding party and choose your at-
tendants, taking into account the
size of the church or home and
the number of guests.
MANY PERSONAL ERRANDS
Then there are the more per-
_sonal and exciting errands for
the bride-to-be: Start looking
for your wedding gown, confer
with both rnotherl on theirs,
idecides what the maid of honor
I and bridesmades will wear. Cus-
tom rules that the bride chooses
her maids' outfits—and the maids
pay for them.
You and the bridegroom also
should start apartment - hunting,
buying your furnishings and
planing your honeymoon. Trous-
seau shopping should be begun
early in the schedule of wedding
preparations.
TWO MONTHS before the
wedding you should attend to
your silver china, glassware and
linens, purchasing what you can
and listing the rest in a gift
.registry if one is available near-
by. Continue scouting for your
trousseau and furniture, fitting
your gown and keeping an eye
on the progress of the other
members of your bridal party.
Talk to your florist about bou-
quets and corsages for the women
in your bridal party.
Quarters should be secured for
out-of-town wedding guests, and,
if desired, cars should be hired
to drive your wedding party to
the church. Find out about park-
ing space and regulations near
the church or your home.
Decide on decorations for the
place in which you will be mar-
the kind of flowers, the
need for anaisle runner, pew rib-
bons. a canopy for the front of
the church or an awning for the
garden if it is to be a home af-
fair. Also choose'''. the musical
selections to be played and sung
and hire the muscirrns.
Plan your reception. keeping
In mind finances, number of per-
invited, room space and
of wedding. The before
noon wedding generally is fol-
lowed by a seated breakfast,
the afternoon wedding by a tea-
type reception, the evening wed-
ding by a buffet or dinner.
PLAN THE RECEPTION
Order your menu, beverages,
'floral decorations, music, the
bride's cake, and if you want
PRETTY AND PRACTICAL
from the ribs of a bright umbrella give a clue to the useful gifts beneath. Clever, too, are
designs cut out and glued to gift packages (like frying pan and clock in above picture), tell-
ing the bride what's inside.




them the groom's cakes. If an
orchestra is to entertain, it is
a good idea to give them a list
of favorite numbers. Decide
where the receiving line will
stand and how the traffic will
flow through the house.
Address your invitation en-
velopes so they will be ready by
the time the printed forms come
and can be mailed in time.
Shop for your honeymoon lug-
gage and gifts for your atten-
dants. Select the photographer for
your formal portrait and make
a date when your picture will
taken. This may be done at
th time of your final fitting for
your gown, Which should be dur-
ing the month before the wed-
ding. Don't forget to have your
hair set so the picture will come
out perfectly. You may also want
to hire a candid photographer for
the wedding.
If you plan a large wedding
and intend to reserke certain
pews for close relatives and
friends, make out a seating plan.
Do the same for your reception
table seating if it is to be a large
affair. ,
It is customary for the bride
to give her attendants a party
during the week before the wed-
ding. Start planning this so you
will not be caught with details
at the last minute.
ONE MONTH before :he wed-
ding: Send out your invitations
and start a card file to record
acceptances and regrets. Make
preparations for a gift display
table if you want one, and keep
up -vlith- your thank-you notes
It is helpful to record gifts and
donors in a special -book. If
the reception. is to be outdoors.
look after the lawn, hedges,
flowers and summer furniture.
Check on legal requirements








Come in and see'for yourself all that's in this slip:
A shapely sheath of nylon tricot with a beautiful
bodice of dainty Alencon lace and net, plus a deep
wide hem of matching lace! Sizes 32 to 40. Dawn
Pink, Heaven Blue and White.







blood tests, and arrange to get
the wedding license with the
bridegroom.
You probably will pose for
your bridal portrait this month.
Make sure to keep checking
on all arrangements -- outfits
for the bridesmaids, furniture
and linen deliveries, fittings for
your gown, florists and caterers.
Continue shopping for your trous-
seau and home appliances. If
you can, start arranging the
fufniture in your new home.
ONE OR TWO WEEKS before
110 wedding—depending on your
newspaper, send an announcement
of your wedding and your phota-
graph to the society depart-
ment.
ONE WEEK before the wed-
ding There still are many details
to consider. Set up your gib
table and rstmember to continue
Fending thank-you notes promot-
ly. Try to memorize who gave
what gift so you can graciously
thank the donor in person. Gift-
wrap your groom's and brides-
maid's presents.
Give a final list to the caterer
of the number of guests attend-
ing the reception, and if there
are reserved pews in the building
give the ushers the names of
persons sitting there
Keep making plans for your
apartment and arrange to hiss
gas, electricity, telephone con-
nected the day before you return
from your honeymoon. Let your
mother or some other person
know of this so the workmen
can be admitted at the right
time. Purchase some of your
food supplies so you will be
prepared for that first week of
home-making.
TWO DAYS before .he wed-
ding: You can entertain your
bridesmaids at a luncheon, din-
ner, or tea.
ONE DAY before, have your
'hair done, pack for the wedding
trip, and attend the wedding
rehearsal and any special party._
given before or after it. Tra-
ditionally, fife _bride-to-be does
not participate in -the rehearsal
but watches her .substitute cafe-
fully. Try to get to bed early. 11
The great day arrives—take it
easy. You may choose the hour
before the ceremony to pose
for your portrait. If your wed-
ding and reception have been
carefully planned. you will have
little more to worry about—
except, looking your loveliest.
BEST TO THE BRIDE
You may give the bride your
"best wishes" and, wish her luck
'but the "congratulations" should
be said to the bridegroom.
THEY KNEW WHAT SHE WANTED. These beaming gals
had no, trouble in selecting the right gifts for their friend's
office shower. They found out what she wanted simply by
'referring to the store gift registry where the bride-W-be
!registered.
•
DON'T FORGET THE GROOM! Ile likes to get presents,
too. Many of the gifts that make a man happiest come from
the hardware store, like this steel electric drill, a. handy
item for the do-it-yourselfer.
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